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Abstract 

The first part of this t hesis is concerned with the electronic spectroscopy of the mono- 
valent derivatives of the alkaline earth metals (Mg,Ca,Sr,Ba) - The electronic transitions 
in these molecules mise from a predominantly metal-centered electron. Therefore, the 
Iow resolution spectra of these species show characteristic features (spin-orbit spIittings. 
vibrational fkequencies. . .) wbich chmges little when the ligand is changed. The simple 
one-electron rnodel usually used to describe diatomic alkaline earth halides (CaF,SrF.. .) 
will be shown to be applicable to the polyatomic derivatives. A general discussion of 
t hese spectral and structural sirnilarities, as well as methods to produce and detect the- 
ses species will be presented. Then the high resolution spectrum of the (? * A ~ - X  AI 
transition of CaNH2? generated in a laser abiation/molecuiar beam spectrometer, will be 
discussed. The simple pure precession mode! will be derived for polyatomic species and 
applied to predict the spin-rotation interactions in the CaNH2 molecule. 

The second part deals with the high resolution infiared emission spectra of rnetal- 
containing diatomic molecules, InF and the coinage (Cu?Ag?Au) metal hydrides. The hi& 
temperature Fourier transform infrared spectra of these niolecules are recorded at high 
resolution to derive accurate rnolecular constants. The data analysis is carried out using 
standard procedures (Dunham model) and also by directly solving the radial Schodinger 
equation. l u  this waÿ, an effective Born-Oppenheimer potential is determined by fitting 
many isotopomer data to an equat ion containing a parameterized potential function. The 
potentials derived in this manner are superior to standard methods for predicting various 
molecular properties. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Free radicals have been studied for a relative&- short time in the history of çhemistry. 

In the past these molecules have proven difficult to characterize because they are 

unstabie in normal room tsmperature environments. Free radicals are usually highly 

reactive, short-iived (transient) species that have unpaired electrons. Early work 

focused on small molecules: mostly diatomic, that were found in flarnes, arcs and 

electrical discharges, or other estreme environments. Due to their transient nature! 

it mas not until fairly recently (last 50 years) that attempts to characterize free 

radicals becarne successful. This is in large part due to the developrnents in novel 

esperimental techniques, beginning with flash pho tolysis [2] and and later wit h 

laser-based techniques. The pioneering work on the interpretation of molecular 

spectra by Herzberg (31, Mulliken, Barrow and others also played an important role. 

Lastly, the ability to study molecules in novel environments such as the interstellar 

medium [4], cornets [5], and the earth's atmosphere [6] led to the identification of 

many free radicals [7] which were previously unknown. 



The importance of free radicals is well known in atmospheric chemistry. The 

gas phase oxidation of hydrochloroflourocarbons (HCFCs) and hydrocarbons in 

the troposphere are known not to dependent on the O2 or O3 concentration in 

the atmosphere. Rat her, t his oxidation, which generates hydrocarbon free radicals. 

depends on the OH radical concentration. This is amazing because the tropospheric 

abundance of OH corresponds to a mole fraction of l O - I 4  [BI and it still remains a 

major player in ozone destruction. 

The OH molecule was also the first radical to be identified in the interstellar 

medium. -4 transition between two &doublet levels of the ground state (211i). 

first measured in the laboratory in the 1950's [9,10]0 was observed in absorption in 

1963. This transition, known as the OH maser line occurring at a wavelength of 

18 cm' \.as rneasured in the radio source Cassiopeia A [Il] .  It mas not for another 

five years, in 1968, mhen the second rnolecule, NH3 [12] was identified a by radio 

observation of Sagittarius A. Despite theoretical predictions to the contrary. it 

soon became obvious that both stable molecuies and free radicals could survive the 

harsh environment of space (4). The list of interstellar molecules contained about 

20 mernbers in 1972 and has grown to over 200 in the 1990's (131. 

1.1 Alkaline Eart h Molecules 

Tliere has been a recent resurgence of interest in spectroscopic studies of alkaline 

earth-containing polyatomic molecules. The linear molecules CaOH [14,15], SrOH 

[16-181, and CaCCH [19-221 have been studied using a high temperature source 

called a Broida oven [23]. CaOH [14,15,24-281 has been the most studied species 



of this family of molecules (see Table 1.1). It was first observed in flames, when 

the greenish and reddish emission spectrum was observed by Herschel in 1823 [29]. 

The identity of the ernitting species was not known at the time but it was believed 

the emissions came frorn a calcium-containing molecule. There mas considerable 

speculation over the next 200 years about which molecule ivas responsible for the 

emission. In the early part of this century it was believed the calcium dimer (Ca*) 

[30] or Ca0 [31] was responsible: however, it was not until 1955 that dames and 

Sugden [32] suggested the emissions were from the alkaline earth (MOHo M=Ca, Sr. 

Ba) hydroside species. Their assignment was based on similarities observed between 

the spectra of alkaline earth halide molecules and the hÿdrosides. It turned out that 

they were correct? but tlieir insiglit 1~as not fully appreciated until the electronic 

structure of the alkaline earth molecules became better understood ( 5  1.3). 

The CaOH molecule can be easily synthesized in the gas phase by a reaction of 

vaporized Ca atoms mith H20 or more sirnply. by spraying an aerosol of a calcium 

metal salt (i.e. CaC03) into a Rame [33,34]. Since CaOH is easily generated, 

it is predicted to be found in both atrnospheric and astrophysical environments. 

The singly-ionized Ca atom has been detected in the upper atrnosphere (2100 

km) for nearly 40 years [35,36]. The major naturally occurring source of these 

metals is from ablation of meteorites entering the earth's atmosphere [37,38]. It 

has been postulated that the deliberate release of these metals (both alkali and 

alkaline earth) could reduce the environmental impact of hydrocarbons [37]. The 

HCFC's are important precursor molecules in ozone depletion and the presence of 

alkaline earth atoms in the gas phase has been shown to reduce the concentration 



of OH radicals [37]. The formation of CaOH in an energetic environment [39] 

can readily occur although the direct gas phase reaction of calcium with water is 

endothermic (5 1.4). Thus the B 2 ~ + - x 2 ~ +  and A211 -x% transitions of CaOH 

have both been observed in absorption of the stellar atmospheres of M-type dwarf 

stars [40,41]. The only other alkaline earth molecule observed in an astrophysical 

source has been a radio observation of MgNC [42,43] and its isomer b1gC.I (441 in 

the circumstellar envelope of the carbon star IRC+l0316. 

When alkaline earth metals are present as a fuel additive in an oxygen-hydrocarbon 

Barne: it has been shown that there is a significant decrease in soot formation and 

in unburned hydrocarbons (1151. Although the mechanism causing this suppres- 

sion is not well understood [46,47], it is believed that a metal-induced decrease of 

OH concentration in the fiame is responsible for the effect. Spatial distribution of 

the MOH and MOH+ molecules (M=Ca,Sr,Ba) in the Rame has sliown that these 

species play the most significant role in soot suppression, mith Ba>Sr>Ca in order 

of effectiveness [48]. The formation of soot particles in the combustion process is 

a very important consideration in the design of gas turbine and jet engines. Soot 

particles are a problem in locations where exhaust fumes frorn jet engines are preva- 

lent (e.g. airports or military installations). Therefore, the fuel burned in these 

engines becomes an important consideration in the engine design. Health effects 

on human populations near such facilities need also to be considered [45]. It has 

therefore been suggested that the addition of alkaline earth metals to fuels could 

be an economical and convenient method to control soot formation in combustion 

processes. It is interesting to note that similar mechanisms (although not well un- 



derstood) involving removal of OH radicals are believed to be important in both 

soot suppression in combustion processes and in the reduction of HCFC's impact 

on ozone depletion. 

1.2 Nonlinear Molecules 

The nonlinear alkaline eart h-containing polyatomic molecules were firs t s tudied 

by Harris and CO-morkers (491 and then further extended by Bernath and co- 

wvorkers [JO]. These researchers used a Broida-type oven, which is a relativel- high 

temperature (400-300K) molecular source that is convenient for Doppler-limited 

spectroscopic studies. In the course of experirnents in the Bernath laboratory, an 

interest ing aspect of the photochemistry of alkaiine earth vapor reac tions was dis- 

covered. It was found that  if the atomic metal species vas excited to the 3P1 state: 

then the formation of product molecules was greatly enhanced [SI]. This can be 

achieved by using a laser to drive the 3PI t l S O  transition of the metal atorn mith 

X = 6573 : 6892, 7911 -4 for Ca' Sr and Ba, respectively. For example? the reaction 

of ground state Ca atorns with H 2 0  to make CaOH is endothermic by 1.17 eV 

(27 kcal/rnol). The addition of 1.90 eV (44 kcal/mol) of energy from an external 

source (i.e. a laser) results in an exothermic reaction. The enhanced reactivity of 

excited alkaline earth atoms (M*) became a very important discovery because it 

mas soon realized that large polyatomic derivatives of Ca, Sr, and Ba could not 

be synthesized without laser excitation. The best example of this was the reaction 

of Ca' atoms with cyclopentadiene (C5Hs). The spectra of the resulting molecule, 

CaCp (Cp = C5H5), was not observed unless the laser exciting the Ca atoms was 



present [52]. Using this method, the group led by Bernath was able to  synthe- 

size a tvide variety of organometallic species such as the monomethyls (MC&, 

M=Ca or Sr) [53], monoalkoxides (MOR, R=CH3,C2H5 . . .) [51]? monocarbox- 

lates (MO&R) [54], monoalkylamides (MNHR) [55] and a host of others [56-621. 

The use of a Broida oven severely limited the information derived from a spectrum 

particularly for the nonlinear polyatomic derivatives. This is because the spectra 

consisted of broad peaks from many overlapping lines which were a result of the 

relatively high temperature of the molecular source. Thus: rotational analysis xas 

only possible in a few cases such as CaCCH [20]: CaCH3 1611 and SrNNN [jï] us- 

ing narrotvband fiuorescence techniques, while only a partial vibronic analysis was 

possible for most of the nonlinear polyatomic molecules [jl-55,63,64]. 

l luch of the recent tvork has been carried out mith the supersonic molecular 

beam technique. This h a  allomed the study of nonlinear polyatomic molecules 

a t  high resolution. The low rotational ( < l 0  K) and vibrational (< 300 K)  tem- 

peratures allows detailed information on the firie structure: hyperfine structure, 

asymmetry splittings and dipole moments to be estracted from the spectra. The 

most novel and interesting examples of these free radicals are the ring bonding ( r15 )  

alkaline earth half-sandwich molecules such as MCp (Cp = C5H5) and the isoelec- 

tronic 4IPy (Py=C4H4N). These are gas phase analogs of full sandwich molecules 

calied metallocenes, the most celebrated of which is ferrocene (FeCp?). The alkaline 

eart h half-sandwich molecules were first synt hesized by a laser-driven chernical re- 

action of excited M (3P) atoms tvith cyclopentadiene in Broida oven [52]. The low 

resolution electronic spectrum of MCp was consistent with CSv symrnetry of a q5- 



coordinated cornplex. This assignment also led to the suggestion that MPy [56] also 

had a ring bonding geometry. These molecules were subsequently studied in great 

detail by the Miller group using a jet-cooled source [65-701. Jet-cooled molecular 

spectroscopy facilitated an irnproved vibronic analysis on CaCp and showed weak 

Jahn-Teller induced bands that mere not discernible in the high temperature spec- 

trum [Ga]. The cold spectra eventually led to the first complete rotational analysis 

of an electronic transition of a half-sandwich molecule ( A 2 ~ I - S 2 A l  transition of 

CaCp) [67]. The molecular beam esperiments also found a misinterpretation in the 

elec t ronic spectrum of CaPy which %vas assumed to have pseudo-C5, symmetry [56]. 

That is7 the replacement of CH in cyclopentadiene with M in pyrrole was not signifi- 

cant. enough to change the electronic spectrum. Using this erroneous model, the first 

escited state of CaPy was assigned as a spin-orbit doublet, d 4 2 ~ 1 ( 1 / 2 )  and 

because this splitting tvas of similar magnitude (68 cm-') to the CaCp spin-orbit 

splitting (56 cm-'). The cold spectrum showed the vibrational progression of v12, 

the Ca-Py stretch, of the two "spin-orbit" components had different spacings, 248 

cmbL vs. 231 cm-'. In CaCp, these modes bave the same vibrational frequency of 

329 cm-L: indicating that the splitting in CaPy could not come from pure spin-orbit 

interactions. This interpretation was further supported by the jet-cooled spectra of 

the fully deuterated (d4-CaPy) species. Therefore these bands were reassigned as 

two different electronic transitions, the À 2 ~ - X 2 ~ f  and 8*~"-Pil' transitions of 

CaPy. The high resolution experiments illustrate the ability to extract a wealth of 

spectroscopic information from a cold spectrum. A vibronic band that typically has 

a full width a t  half-mauimum (FWHM) of -50 cm-' in an Broida oven experiment 



has a width of the order 1-2 cmd1 in a jet-cooled experiment. 

Related s t  udies include recent experiments on sin& charged alkaline eart h- 

containing complexes such as CaC(H20) [71], Mgf (H20)  (721 and their deuterated 

analogs. The molecules Srf (H20) ,  and Sr+ (NH& (n=1-6) have also been stud- 

ied [73,74]. These species are analogous to the isoelectronic neutral Ca and Sr 

deriwtives, CaN& SrNH2, SrCH3. The binding energy (Do = 28 kcal/mol for 

Ca+(H20) [75]) between the metal and ligand in this case is predominately a long 

range electrostatic (ion-dipole) interaction. The perturbation of the metal atom 

orbitals by the bonding ligand is not as significant as the strong Coulombic in- 

teraction present in the Ca+OH- (Do = 95 kcal/mol [76]) or Ca'NH; molecule. 

Therefore: the electronic transitions of the singly charged species lie close to the 

atomic ion resonance lines (*Pt2S)  which occur a t  much higher energies (221500 

cni- ') than the transitions of the isoelectronic MOH 2nd h1NH2 molecules. 

1.3 Electronic Structure 

The Broida oven work illustrated the close connection betiveen the spectra of the 

polpatomic alkaline earth derivatives and the well-understood spectra of the alka- 

Iine earth monohalide molecules. It is well known that the electronic structure of 

the monohalide molecules is represented by a one-electron hydrogenic picture [SOI. 

This leads to "simplicity" in the spectroscopy of these molecules, since Ive do not 

deal with high spin (ç) or high orbital (c) angular mornentum. The spectra of 

transition metal-containing molecules witli high and high states can be dif- 

ficult to interpret because OF the high density of electronic states. bIany of these 



states are of relatively low energy (510000 cm-') [77,78] and are populated at 

room temperature. The qualitative one-electron model applicable to the alkaline 

earth molecules allows for good predictions of many of the rnolecular properties in 

these systems. These predictions are in reasonabie agreement with ab initio calcu- 

lations [79], and also with the large arnount of experimental data that is currently 

available [50,80]. 

The basic properties of the alkaline earth monohalides (e-g. electronic origins: 

spin-orbit splittings, lifetimes, dipole moments, etc.. .) are well described by the 

ligand field model proposed by Rice, Martin and Field [81]. This mode1 treats the 

ligand (X-) as a point charge that influences the non-bonding valence electron on 

the metal (M+) ion. For esample, the Ca+ ion is perturbed by the electrostatic field 

of the fluoride anion (F-), with the Ca+ ion modelled as a closed shell Ca2+ core 

wit h a single valence elect ron. The approach of the F- ligand destroys the spherical 

symmetry of the 4s atomic orbital and gives rise to the X *C+ state of the CaF 

molecule. Figure 1.1 is a correlation diagram betmen the atomic orbitals of the 

Caf ion and the electronic states of the isoelectronic CaF and CaNH2 molecules. 

The Coulonbic interaction of a polyatomic X- ligand and an alkaline earth ion can 

give rise to surprisingly strong bonds (Dc-OH = 4.11 eV) for a transient free radical. 

EIectronic excitation of the molecule can be considered as a transition of the 

4s electron to a predominately 4p orbital "belonging" ta the Ca+ ion. The doubly 

degenerate 4pii orbitals give rise to the A211 state, wliile the 4 p o  orbital results in 

the B2C+ escited state of the CaF molecule. Orbital mising calculations performed 

for CaF by Rice et al. showed that  the X state has 4 0 %  4sa character and -20% 



A's, 

Figure 1.1: The correlation of atomic Caf orbitals with the electronic states of CaF 
and CaNH2. The solid lines represent known energy levels and the dashed Iines are 
predicted (791 but not experimentally observed. The -NH2 group lies in the plane 
of the paper. 



Qo, while the A2n state was a 70:30 mixture of 4 p r  and 3d7r and the B 2C+ state 

is approximately a 5050 mixture of 4 p a  and 3do. 

Further extension of the ligand field model is made by substituting the Auoride 

ligand with various polyatomic ligands such as OH- [82], CCH-, SH-, XH2- or 

C5Hj. This replacement lowers the symmetry of the molecule from Cm, to ClV 

for the NH; ligand. In the CaNH2 molecule, the A211 state of CaF is further split 

into an in-plane ( A  *B2 state) and an out-of-plane (B 2B1) state (fig. 1.1). The 

energy ordering of these two states can be deduced using a simple argument. There 

is a lone pair of electrons in a nitrogen 2pz orbital perpendicular to the plane of 

the XH; Ligand. When the lone electron "belonging" to Cai occupies the 4 p r Z  (B 

' B I )  orbital which is also perpendicular to the molecular plane, there mil1 be greater 

electron-electron repulsion than if the lone electron occupied the 4pzy orbital (.i 

2B2) that  is parallel to the plane of the molecule (see fig. 1.2). Thus the ?B2 state 

lies lomer in energy than the 'Bi state; this has been confirmed by ab initio electron 

propagator calculations by Ortiz (791. 

Torring et al. [83] proposed another model to describe the electronic structure 

of the alkaline earth monohalides. Their ionic model allows for a displacement of 

the unpaired valence electron in order to take into account the polarization of this 

electron away from the ligand. The paper by Mestdagh et al. [82] states that the 

Torring et al. model is more flexible than the mode1 of Rice et al. when dealing 

with polyatomic Ligands such as OH-. Ttiey estended the Torring et al. model 

to calculate dipole moments, bond dissociation energies and the location of escited 

electronic states for CaOH, SrOH and BaOH (821. Their calculations of dipole 



Figure 1.2: The direction of the principal axes and the atomic orbitals of Caf, which 
correlate to the electronic states of CaNH2. This diagram should be compared with 
the correlation diagram of Fig. 1.1. 



moments are in very good agreement with the ground state experimental dipole 

moments (for CaOH and SrOH [84]) mhich were not available to them at  the tirne 

of publication. X natural extension of that work would be to carry out similar 

calculations for nonlinear ligands such as NH;. 

1.4 Chemistry Of Alkaline Earth Reactions 

The chemistry and pho tochemistry of alkaline earth reactions were recently re- 

viemed by Bernath [80]. The main aspects of the reaction mechanisms mil1 be sum- 

marized here. Unlike the reactions of alkaIine earth atoms in aqueous solutions, 

whicli can be vigorous and liberate substantial amounts of heat, the corresponding 

gas phase reactions are highly endothermic. The elementary reaction. 

is endothermic by 27 kcal/mol, yet the CaOH molecule is generated in a Broida 

oven. The thermal energy available from vaporization is certainly not enough to 

overcorne this reaction barrier. In fact, cherniluminescence from the excited elec- 

tronic states of CaOH is observed, suggesting that CaOH is formed in its escited 

electronic states. It is also found that increasing the pressure inside the oven from 

1 torr to about 10 torr increases the intensity of cherniluminescent emission. This 

suggests a mechanism that involves a third (inert) body in the rate controlling step. 



There have been two possible mechanisms proposed [51]: 

Ca + H 2 0  HCaOH 

HCaOH + C a  + CaH + CaOH 

CaH +H20  + CaOH + H2 
Ca + H 2 0  CaOH +$HL, 

or the mechanism : 

Ca + H 2 0  HCaOH 

HCaOH + H 2 0  Ca(OH),+ H2 

Ca(OH),+ Ca -+ 2CaOH 
Ca + HzO + CaOH +$Hz 

It is still not clear which mechanism is appropriate and under what conditions. 

Reactions of Ca and Sr mith the monocarbo>cylates [54] do form CaH or SrH which 

are observed in the spectrurn, but reactions with alcohols [5l] do not. Both mech- 

anisms have the insertion of C a  in the OH bond of H 2 0  as the rate controlling 

step but the HCaOH molecule cannot be detected by conventional spectroscopic 

methods. It can be presurned that nonlinear derivatives such as CaNH2 or CaCp 

involve insertion of Ca into the N-H or C-H bond but dynamical studies of these 

reactions have not been carried out. The dynamics of a fem reactions of H 2 0  and 

ROH with alkaline earths have been studied and they show that the reactivity is 

strongly dependent on the electronic state of the alkaline earth atom (85-871 and 



also on the size of the reacting species (88-901 . For example, ground state Ba atoms 

react with HzO to give predorninantly Ba0 product while 'D Ba atoms favor the 

BaOH product, even though Ba0 is favored on energetic grounds [91]. There is 

a great need for experimental work on the kinetics and dynamics of the reactions 

before a good understanding of the reaction mechanisms can be achieved. 



Table 1.1: Survey of the laboratory spectroscopie studies for the alkaline earth- 
containing polyatomic molecules up to June 1997. 

hIolecule Method Band System Reference 
CaOH and CaOD A ,Y state 

SrOH and SrOD 

BaOH 
NgOH and MgOD 
Cai'JC 

SrXNN and CaiVNN 
SrNCO 
Cas H 

SrSH 
CaN H2 

CaBHd and SrBH1 
CaOCH3 
CaCs Hs 
SrCsHs 
MnC5H5, MgC5 H4 CH3, and %fgC4H4 N 

A-x 
e-S 

high-Iying States, fi, Ë, F ,  6 
S state 

A - 3  
B-,t 
&.ï- 
2-S 
.t state 

state 
A-,i- 

S state 
A state 
2 state 
.C state 
,? state 

A-,T 
S state 
S state 
.-i -,t 

-4-2 and B-,? 
2-x 

S state 
A- d T  

B-S 

C ~ ~ H ~ N  &d SrC4H4N [56 j 
.A-hlilimeter or microwave spectroscopy. 
B- Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) in a Broida oven. 
C- LIF in a rnolecutar bearn. 
D- REMPI in a molecular beam. 
1-Optical-optical double resonance. 



Chapter 2 

Experimental Considerat ions 

The alkaline earth molecules? particularly hIOH were first identified and studied 

by emission in flames [32, 1241. As a source, flames are ideal for the production 

of alkaline earth hydroxides, but they sufFer from extreme temperatures (-2000- 

3000K) and high pressures (4 atm) which make high resolution spectroscopic 

studies rather difficult. The important advance that led to the study of not only 

the hydroxide molecules but also the amide species ias made by Harris and CO- 

workers [14,16,49,116]. TBey used a Broida oven, mhich is a suitable apparatus for 

vaporizing metals with low boiling points. iilthough high temperature versions of 

the Broida oven are possible, it is typically used for rnetals which can be vaporized 

at temperatures less than 1200°C. The Broida oven is therefore, a useful source to 

make alkaline earth containing diatornic and small linear polyatomic molecules for 

high resolution studies. In cornparison to flames, the Broida oven is a relatively 

cool (400-500 K) ,  low pressure ( 4 0  torr) source of free radicals. Species can be 

produced by a suitable reaction of the metal atom with an oxidant molecule. This 



reaction can produce fairly high concentrations of radicals (- 1oL3 molecules/cm3) 

which makes it possible to study them via cherniluminescent emission or by laser- 

induced fluorescence (LW) techniques. 

Spectral congestion and line broadening mechanisms play an important role in 

limiting the amount of information that can be derived from a spectrum of nonlin- 

ear polyatomic species synthesized in a Broida oven. This occurs because the metal 

atorns have to be thermally uaporized. For example, in order to obtain a 1 mtorr 

wpor  pressure of calcium metal: the oven must be lieated to 1000°C [125] before 

sufficient Ca atoms are present to yield the rnolecule of interest. Although the va- 

porized rnetal atoms are entrained in a flow of a room temperature inert bath gas 

(2-10 torr of -Ir  or He), the translational and interna1 temperature of the molecule 

can be quite high (400-500 K). Since large molecules have small rotational constants 

(i 0.1 cmAL),  a very large number of rotational quantum states can be populated 

at room temperature. This results in an enormous number of individual rotational 

lines present in a spectrum, leading to congestion. Another source of complexity 

arises from excited vibrational states. The vibrational degrees of freedom increase 

rvith the number of atoms in a rnolecule and this leads to the population of low 

frequency vibrational modes. Finally, spectral congestion can arise from Doppler 

and pressure broadening of rotational lines and collision-induced redistribution of 

excited state populations to produce non-resonant transitions. All of these mecha- 

nisms readily occur in the multiple collision environment of a Broida oven chamber. 

The combination of these factors cause the rotational structure to be washed out 

into broad feat ures which give lit tle information about rnolecular structure. The 



cornplexity of the spectra can be avoided if the molecules were produced in an "ul- 

tracold" , collision-free environment. The key requirements are t hat the product 

molecules remain in the gas phase with a density high enough to allow detection. 

The technique of supersonic molecular beam spectroscopy is the method of choice 

to meet these requirements. 

2.1 Supersonic Free Jet Expansions 

The typical nay to cool a gas phase sample would be to use a c o g e n i c  refrigerant 

such as liquid X2 or He. As the gas of interest cools? it will most likely condense so 

this method is perhaps only useful for the study of molecules in the condensed phase. 

The ability to study isolated gas phase molecules, free of solvent or matris  effects, 

requires a free jet expansion. In the free jet, molecular rotations and vibrations are 

cooled to temperatures far below the freezing point with only a negligible amount 

of condensation. This takes place because the typical number of binary collisions a 

molecule esperiénces during the expansion is approxirnately 102 to 103 [126], most 

of mhich occur in the early stages of the espansion. Condensation is a n-body 

process (1133) and will therefore be an estremely slow process during the course of 

an espansion [127,128]. 

A free jet is formed mhen gas molecules in a reservoir, kept a t  a high (> 1 atm) 

or ambient pressure, are allowed to expand through a small orifice into a region 

of 1011- pressure. The gas Born is adiabatic and isentropic in the absence of viscous 

effects, heat transfer or shock waves caused by the background gas. The initially 

randorn thermal motion in the reservoir is converted to a directed fonvard motion 



dependent on the pressure gradient between the reservoir and the expansion region. 

Since the gas will expand radially from the nozzle, the molecular density decreases 

as l/xZ as the molecules move downstream from the source. The mean free path of 

a gaseous molecule in the expansion will eventually becorne >IO0 times the size of 

a typical molecule, so that collisions will be infrequent events when the molecules 

have traveled a short distance p s t  the expansion nozzle. 

The small number of collisions at relatively early stages of the expansion does not 

allow significant condensation, but rotat ional, vibrational, and translational cooling 

will readily take place. Translational cooling in a jet expansion does not result in 

a reduction in the average velocity of a gas, but corresponds to a narrowing of the 

velocity distribution. In fact the most probable velocity of a gas undergoing free 

jet expansion, termed the terminal velocity, is slightly higher than the r.m.s. speed 

of the same gas behind the nozzle before expansion (e.g. v,,,. = 1.37 x 1 0 h / s ,  

 UT^^^^^ J = 1.77 x 103 m/s for He a t  300 IO. The width of the velocity distribution is 

an important quantity because this gives a direct meaçure of the local translational 

temperature. 

The molecules behind the nozzle move a t  many different velocities and in ran- 

dom directions. Since there is no preferred direction of motion the most probable 

velocity is zero for a static gas. The distribution of velocities is centered around 

this most probable velocity. The local temperature of the gas is reduced when most 

of the molecules move a t  velocities similar to the most probable velocity. ?vlolecuIes 

with low energies have velocities close to zero, while at  higher energies, molecules 

have higher velocities. Tlius, as the temperature increases, the velocity distribution 



becomes wider. In an expansion, the most probable velocity is non-zero, but most 

molecules move a t  velocities very close to the most probable ve!ocity. At an early 

stage of an expansion, the pressure is relatively hi&. The molecules collide with 

each other allowing equilibration of the velocity components (transverse and longi- 

tudinal) along with the other degrees of freedorn of the molecule. The temperature 

of the gas is lowered as additional moiecules travel a t  approximately the same ve- 

locity as the most probable velocity Since the gas molecules in the espansion travel 

in a uniform direction, the energ-y of collisions between molecules will eventually 

become relatively small even though their flow velocity can be large. 

It has been shown that the translational temperature of an adiabatic isentropic 

expansion is given by [126,12T] : 

Here, = CJC, = 513 for a monatornic gas, hI is the Mach number, which 

is the ratio of the flow velocity divided by the local speed of sound. The other 

thermodynarnic properties tliat can be calculated for an expansion are : 

where. p is the pressure after expansion, p. is the static pressure behind the nozzle. 

and p. and p are the densities of the gas before and after espansion, respectively. 

Free jet expansions are frequently characterized in terms of their Mach number. 

.An expansion is referred to as supersonic not because of a high flow velocity but 



because the local speed of sound has been reduced. This is because the local speed 

of sound is proportional to the square root of the translational temperature and is 

given by [126,127] : 

where R is the gas constant (8.314 J/K mol), T is the temperature in Kelvin and 

m is the molecular mass in kg/mol. The flow velocity remains essentially constant 

during an expansion, while the translational temperature dramatically decreases 

because the velocity distribution is narromed. The flow quickly becomes supersonic 

(b). It should be noted that M reaches a finite terminal value because the 

ultimate Aow velocity is limited by the initial kinetic energy of the gas prior to 

expansion : 

Again, p,(atm) and T,(K) are the initial pressure and temperature of the gas before 

espansion and D is the nozzle diameter (cm), UT and MT are the terminal velocity 

and terminal Mach number. Thus, real expansions never reach the theoretical limit 

of infinitely narrow flow veloci ty distribution and zero translational temperature. 

Typical expansions of monatomic gases can reach very low translational temper- 

atures. Calculations for a hypothetical expansion of He are shown in Table 2.1. 

The translational temperature and density decreases fairly rapidIy for the first 5 

nozzle diameters where the majority of collisions occur. In this distance, the rnean 

velocity rises to within 98% of the terminal velocity. There is rough confirmation 

of these calculations in the published literature [129] and also in the work reported 

here, since the rotational temperatures approach within an order of magnitude for 



Table 2.1: Thermodynamic properties of a free jet expansion measured in units 
of (r /D),  the nozzle diameter. The various quantities were calcuiated for He gas 
assumed to have an initial temperature of 300 K and pressure of 10 atm, D for the 
calculations was 1 mm. The mean free path was calciilated assuming a collisional 
cross-section of 50 A*. The last line in the table corresponds to the terminal Mach 
number from equation (2.4). 

Distance Mach Velocity T Pressure Density mean free path 
# (m/s) (KI (torr) (moiecule~/cm-~) (mm) ‘ 

1 3.3 1551.4 66.04 172.81 2.78 x 10" 5 . 0 9 ~  10-' 

the calculated translational temperature of Table 2.1 at 150 nozzle diameters. 

It can be seen that the internal degrees of freedom of the molecule should readily 

approach these characteristic low translational temperatures, especially for seeded 

expansions of a molecular species in He (or other inert gases). This is because a 

seeded expansion typically has low concentrations of a molecular species, so that 

most of the collisions a molecule experiences will be with the carrier gas. The rota- 

tional and vibrational cooling will take place primarily in the early portion of the 

expansion where most of the intermolecular collisions take place. This cooling is 

determined by the kinetics and not by the thermodynamics of the expansion. The 

internal energy of the molecule will quickly redistribute within the first few nozzle 



diameters from the source. After an initial relaxation, the molecule will "freeze" 

into a non-equilibrium distribution. This is because the gas density decreases very 

rapidly away from the nozzle and collisions become infrequent. The rotational 

temperature will approach the translation temperature because only a rnoderate 

number of collisions (10-100) are required to cool rotational motion [126]. This is 

largely a function of the magnitude of the rotational constant (B) of a molecule. 

XIolecules mith small rotational constants require fewer collisions to cool their pop- 

ulations making this a very fast process in an expansion. Vibrational tempera- 

tures, on the other hand, will be significantly higher because vibrational spacings 

are -1000 times larger than rotational spacings which makes vibrational cooling a 

slower process then rotational cooling. Therefore, rotational temperatures of the 

order of 0.5 I< can easily be achieved [130] but vibrational temperatures can typi- 

cal- range from 10-200 K depending on the vibrational frequencies. Condensation 

is the slowest process of al1 because, unlike rotational and vibrational cooling which 

only require energy exchanges between two bodies, condensation requires a mini- 

mum of two bodies to stick togetlier. A third body is then required to remove the 

excess energy released in the formation of this bond. CVith the rapidly decreasing 

molecular density in an expansion, a third body colliding during the tirne of a two- 

body collision is highly unlikely. The molecules are therefore cooled far below their 

freezing point without condensation and, in effect, the molecules are supercooled. 

The above discussion is appropriate for continuous beams but most researchers 

use pulsed molecular beam sources to reduce pumping requirements. Saengar and 

Fenn (1311 used a simple mode1 from gas dynamics and an idealized pulsed valve to 



estimate the time required for a gas to  reach steady-state Bow of a molecular beam. 

They calculated minimum valve-open times for Ar, He and N2 gases at pressures 

ranging from 200 to 2000 torr. It was found that  valve-open times of the order 

of 1-5 ps were required for the gas flow to reach steady-state conditions. In the 

experiments reported here, the pulsed valve typically remains open for on the  order 

of 100 p. 

Laser Vaporization and Radical Production 

There have been several excellent reviews on the molecular beam spectroscopy of 

t ransient molecules in recent years [l32-137]. The traditional met hod of studying 

metal-containing molecules in molecular beams was by using a high temperature 

oven to vaporize metals which were subsequently expanded wit h inert gases. This 

met hod was useful to study homogeneous met al clust ers [138]. Techniques which 

generate more interesting metal-containing radicals relied on forming them prior to 

expansion in a molecular beam. Shese species proved difficult to synthesize because 

they are very reactive and short-lived and usually do not survive the high pressure 

(source) region of a molecular beam. 

The use of a laser to vaporize metals was implemented shortly after the invention 

of the laser. The plasma emission of ablated metals was studied and researchers 

found sharp ernissions lines in the UV and XUV which were attributable to highly 

excited and highly ionized atoms (1391. Lasers can have very short pulsewidths 

(few ns or less) that result in high power densities (10~-10~  W/cm2). At these 

laser intensities, al1 metals, regardless of their physical properties can be vaporized. 



A large portion of the laser radiation is absorbed by the metal so even refractory 

metals (Al, P t  [140], Ni [141], W, etc.. .) can be vaporized by this method [138]. -4 

typical laser pulse wi11 eject between 10'~-10'~ atorns which are formed predomi- 

nantiy in their excited states. For metals such as Ca and Mg, approximately 10% 

of the atoms can be singly ionized 11341 leading to chemical reactions producing 

novel ionic radicals containing metals (1321. 

An important development in the spectroscopic studies of free radicals tvas the 

disco~ery that chemical synthesis can be achieved with laser vaporized atoms. For 

esampie, Schaeffer et al. [142] showed that laser-vaporized carbon. espanded with 

H2 gas. produced acetylene, mhile vaporized boron produced BClj in a reactior. 

with HCI. These molecules are not free radicals but the experirnents showed that 

chemical reactions of Iaser-vaporized species was feasible. Further deveioprnents in 

this field included the study of heterogeneous metal clusters j135.1431 and the study 

of organic free radicals through laser photolysis of an ûrganic precursor [144]. The 

combination of these two methods opened a nem area of study, the spectroscopy of 

organometallic free radicals [128]. This was an accidental discovery by the Smalley 

group. when the spectroscopy of small clusters of aluminum !vas being investigated. 

They mere able to synthesize Al,-acetone (x=1:2.. . .) and Al,-acetyl complexes 

[143]. mhere the acetone mas present as a minor impurity in the heiium seed gas. 

This was a breakthrough esperiment because it combined the techniques of pulsed 

rnolecular beams, laser ablation of a metal, and detection via laser photoionization 

time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOFMS). This work has non- made the Smalley 

source ubiquitous in spectroscopic studies of metal-containing free radicals and 



unst able molecules. 

The spectroscopy of the alkaline-earth containing free radicals was first carried 

out by Whitham and CO-workers [105,115]. In an interesting series of experiments, 

they studied reactions of laser vaporized calcium with H20, HCCH, CH3CN and 

NH3. They generated the CaOH, CaCCH, CaNC and CaNHz molecules using 

a Smalley source, wit h laser-induced fluorescence (HF) detection. Part ially re- 

solved rotational spectra were recorded of the A - 2  and B - 2  transitions of these 

molecules. The spectra were only partially resolved because the pulsed dye laser 

had a line width of -0.15 cm-' and the molecules were relatively hot because 

they were interrogated only 1 cm downstream from the nozzle. Simulations of the 

spectra w r e  performed using previouslÿ published constants, and it was found the 

rotational temperature of CaOH was 100 K for an expansion in He and 15 K for 

an Ar expansion. 

High resolution molecular beam studies were later completed by Steimle and 

CO-workers [84] with a rotational temperature of 5 10 K. They combined a tunable 

single-mode cw laser (1 MHz linewidth) with a pulsed rnolecular beam. The signal- 

to-noise ratio in these experiments is lower than in the equivalent experiment using 

a pulsed laser because of the mismatch in the duty cycle of the pulsed source and 

the cm laser. Most of the photons of the cw laser are masted since the interrogation 

time for molecular fluorescence is on the order of 20-40 ps. This method is perhaps 

the simplest way to carry out high resolution studies, and it has proven to  be an 

effective method for recording the spectra of the electronic transitions of alkaline 

earth derivatives (see Table 1.1). Miller and CO-workers have used another approach 



by using a pulsed probe laser that has a near Fourier-transform limited line width 

(-200 MHz) obtained by pulse arnplifying the light from a single-mode cw laser. 

2.3 Experimental Setup 

The esperirnental setup is a combination of a laser ablation source with a free jet 

supersonic molecular beam expansion. The apparatus consists of a dual compart- 

ment differentially pumped cliamber. The source compartment is pumped by a 10" 

diffusion pump (250/2000 Edmards) while the detection compartment is pumped by 

a 4" (100/300 Edwards) diffusion pump. The esperimental arrangement is shown 

in Fig. 2.1. 

The supersonic molecular beam is produced ni th  a commercial (General Valve) 

solenoid-type pulsed valve with a 1 mm nozzle diameter. Connected to the valve is a 

stainless steel holder which accepts a metal rod of up to 8 mm in diameter (Fig. 2.2). 

The metal rod is vaporized by the fundamental (1.064 p m )  or the second harrnonic 

(532 nm) of a pulsed (10 Hz) Nd:YAG laser. The rod is continuously rotated and 

vert ically translated during the experiment allowing the laser to interrogate a fresh 

surface of the rod with each pulse. This is done to improve the shot-to-shot stability 

in the metal atom density by preventing the Nd:YAG laser from drilling a hole into 

the rod. The ablation laser is focused through a 1 mm hole of the stainless steel 

holder mhich is at  the center of a 10x1 mm expansion channel. The channel is the 

region in which the vaporized metal atoms react with oxidant gas molecules. This 

gas is premixed on the high pressure side of the pulsed valve and typically consists 

of 5-10% of the precursor in an inert gas (Ar or He). After the ensuing reaction 
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the experimental setup for the molecular beam appa- 
ratus. 



occurs in the channel, the product molecules subsequently expand into the detection 

charnber. The molecular fluorescence signal is detected -15 cm downstream from 

the point of ablation. This is actiieved by crossing a probe laser perpendicular 

to the propagation of the rnolecular beam and monitoring the LIF. The LIF is 

collected in a mutually orthogonal âuis to the laser and the molecular beam by a 

combination of two short focal length lenses separated by a 5 mm aperture. The 

aperture acts as a spatial filter which reduces Doppler broadening by imaging a 

small fraction of the molecular beam ont0 the cathode of a photomultiplier tube 

(PMT). Optical filtering is carried out using a narrow bandpass filter (f 10 nm) to 

suppress noise caused by plasma emission and scattered laser Iight. The  probe laser 

for tliese esperiments is a cw argon ion (Coherent Innova 200) pumped ring dye 

laser (Colierent Autoscan 699-29). The laser is continuously tunable over the entire 

range of a dye (580-620 nm for RûG dye) rvitli a 1 SIHz linewidtli in single-mode 

operat ion. 

The timing of the esperiment is hardware and software controlled by a 356 

persona1 computer. .A trigger pulse generated by an A/D interface card in the PC 

is sent to a home-built trigger control box. The control bos sends a signal to a 

pulsed valve driver which in turn sends a higti voltage to the pulsed valve. The high 

voltage pulse is generated 550 ps after the initial trigger pulse from the control box. 

The pulsed valve can remain open for a variable length of time (10-1000 ps) but for 

a typical experiment, the valve is open for 4 0 0  p. The Q-switch of a 3d:YAG 

(Continuum Surelite) is fired approximately 30 ps after the pulsed valve opens and 

generates a 10 ns pulse of laser light. The laser ablates the metal from the surface 



of the rod forrning a plasma which reacts with the gas pulse containing the oxidant 

rnolecu1es. The molecular beam, which now consists of a small concentration of 

radicals in an inert bath gas, expands through the channel into the detection region 

where it is intersected by the probe laser. A boxcar integrator is used to gate the 

fluorescent signal from the radicals as they pass through the detection volume of the 

probe laser. The time window to observe the LIF is 23-40 ps wide. The boxcar is 

gated to begin integration of the LIF signal approximately 200 ps after the abiation 

laser pulse in an espansion with Ar or $0 ps for a He expansion. The probe laser 

can either be scanned continuously or in step-scan mode. In both cases' data points 

are taken in 50 MHz frequency intervals (of the laser) at a sufficient rate to obtain 

2-5 Sd:YAG laser shots per data point. Calibration of the probe laser is achieved 

by picking ofF a small fraction of the beam and simultaneously recording the LIF 

spectrum of IL> [145,146] in a static gas cell. The LIF spectrum from the molecular 

beam apparatris and I2 is recorded digitally by the Coherent Autoscan software. 
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Chapter 3 

Molecular Hamilt onians 

Llolecular rotation is a very important aspect of high resolution spectroscopy. The 

coupIir,g of this motion with that of the electrons, and with the vibrations of the 

nuclei gives rise to patterns (although very cornplex in some cases) in niolecular 

spectra. The theoretical understanding of t hese interactions via quantum meçhanics 

is necessary to interpret these signals from the microscopic world. 

The different angular rnomenta in a molecule couple to give a resultant total 

angular momentum j. j is the vector surn of the electron spin (g), electron or- 

bital angular mornentum (c) and molecular rotation angular mornentum (R). For 

diatomic and linear polyatomic molecules, Hund described five limiting cases, de- 

noted case (a) through to case (e) (1471. Hund's case (a) and case (b) are by far the 

most important and commonly observed cases in diatomic and linear polyatomic 

spectra. The difference between case (a) and case (b) is determined by the quantity 

1 & 1, where A is the spin-orbit coupling constant and B is the rotational constant 

of the molecule and J is the rotational angular mornentum quantum number. If 



1 & 1» 1 but less than the separation between electronic States then Hund's cou- 

pling case (a) results. In this scheme, the electronic motion (L and S) is strongly 

coupled to the internuclear axis. The projection of the spin angular momentum 

(E) and orbital angular momentum (A) on to the rnolecular avis is well defined, 

even during niolecular rotation. The sum of these two projections gives R ,  where 

R = A + C. The nuclear rotational angular momentum (R) couples with R r  to 

form the resultant total angular momentum J, where J = R + Qr: and r is a unit 

vector along the internuclear mis (Fig. 3.1). When the magnitude of 1 & 1 is 

small, the case (b) coupling case is appropriate. In this case, the electron spin (S) 

is very weaklÿ coupled to the internuclear &S. The orbital angular momentum L 

couples 114th nuclear rotation R to giveo N = R + L. mhich is the total angular 

momentum escluding electron spin. Then, N and S couple to give J, the total 

angular momentum. This coupling case is illustrated in fig. 3.2. Xotice that as a 

result of the J dependence in ( $ 1, it is possible to change from Hund's case (a) 

at low J to Hund's case (b) at  high J .  These limiting Hund's cases were first used 

to describe angular mornentum coupling in diatomic and linear molecules. but in 

some cases, they are also applicable to nonlinear polyatomic molecules. 

3.1 S ymmet ric Top Molecules 

Molecular rotation of polyatomic molecules can be described in two different coor- 

dinate systems, the space-fixed coordinates X,Y ,Z or the molecule-fised coordinate 

system x,y,z (or a,b,c see below). These two coordinate systems have the same ori- 

gin and are connected by a unitary transformation matriv mhose elernents are the 



Figure 3.1: Hund's case (a) coupling. 



Figure 3.2: Hund's case (b) coupling. 



direction cosines [l, 1481 : 

where the elements of S are a 3x3 matrix of the direction cosines in vector 

algebra : 

t 
cos 8 cos 4 cos x cos B sin # cos x 

- sin 8 cos Q 
- sin 4 sin x + cos 4 sin x 

- c o s 8 c o s ~ s i n ~  -cosBs ina i s in~  
siri 6 sin 

- sin 4 cos ;y + cos 4 cos x 
sin O cos 6 

i 
sin 0 sin Q, cos O 

The 8,4,  and x are the Euler angles which relate the space-fised coordinates 

(S, I/ 2)  to the molecular coordinate system (x? y, z? see Fig. 3.3). The angular 

momenta c m  be measured in the space-fixed frame or the molecular frame by the 

relations : 

The total angular rnomenta ji (i = X, Y, 2) satisfy the usual commutatation 



Figure 3.3: The Euler angles 8 ,  4 and x that relate the space-hed coordinate 
system (S; Y, 2) to the molecular coordinate system (x, y, 2). 



relationships : 

[&, &] = ih&, (3.6) 

and the square of the total angular momentum commutes with its components : 

The only unusual commutation relationships occur in the rnolecule fixed coordinate 

system : 

These are called anomalous commutation relationships and they become impor- 

tant mhen defining the raising and lowering operators in the molecular frarne. The 

space fised raising and Iowering operators, ji, give the usual result : 

jk 1 J K  M )  = f r[J(J  + 1 )  - iCI(;14 f l)]; 1 J I (  M f l ) ,  (3.11) 

while the molecule fked operators, j', give an anomalous result : 

j* 1 J I M )  = ~ [ J ( J +  1) - K ( K  F l)]; 1 JI (  7 1 M ) .  (3.12) 

The anornalous commutation relationships in the rnolecular frarne rnean that j+(= 



j. + ij,) is a lowering operator and j- is a raising operator. 

Let us consider the rigid rotation of a symmetric top molecule. A symmetric 

top is defined as a rnolecule where two of the three pincipal moments of inertia are 

equal. It is usual to choose the z-axis as the symmetry auis. The classical energy 

espression for the rotational energy of a rigid body is given by : 

where i~ is the angular velocit- and J is the angular momentum. with J = Isi. 

From the classical espression w e  can write the quantum mechanical version of the 

rotational energy in the molecular frame : 

The espression here is appropriate for a prolate syrnmetric top, where with IB  = IC? 

A = x? B = r ,  C = y. For an oblate symmetric top (Ie4 = I B ) :  the Ia4 in eqn. 

(3.14) should be replace by Ic. The rotational constants are defined as : 

with A 2 B > C: the equal sign is appropriate for symmetric tops and the greater 

t han sign is for asymrnetric tops. Clearly it can be seen t hat j2 , jz , jz al1 cornmute 



with H ~ ;  thus, ive can obtain a cornmon set of eigenfunctions 1 J K M )  where : 

The quantity A% is the projection of the total angular momentum J on the molecu- 

lar z-ais. The espression for the energy obtained from the rigid rotor Hamihonian 

HR becomes: 

( 1  1 fiR 1 ) = d K K <  6,i.lnrl 

where ER = B J ( J  + 1) + (A - B ) K ~  (prolate top), (3.19) 

or 

= B J ( J  + 1) + (C - B ) K ~  (oblate top): (3.20) 

tvhere il, B, C are defined in eqn. (3.13). The energy level expression for the matris 

elernents of HR involve the square of the quantum number K (projection of J on 

the molecular z-axis) and does not include i\l (projection of d on the space fixed 

axis). There are ( 2 J  + 1) possible values of I< for every J, but since a projection 

of a vector cannot be larger than the vector itself, 1 '  < J. A partial degeneracy 

of the 2 5  + 1 rotational states still remains, since states with f K? corresponding 

to clockwise or anticlockmise rotation about the molecular z -a i s ,  have the same 

energy for a symmetric top molecule. For example, for a rotational state with 

.J = 1, thcre are a possible 2J + 1 = 3 levels, and in the prolate (oblate) symrnetric 



top lirnit, levels with K = f l are degenerate while K = O has a different energy. 

In an asymmetric top molecules, a three "K  levels" are non-degenerate (Fig. 3.4). 

In an asymrnetric top rnolecule is no longer well-defiaed quantum nurnber but 

rernains a useful label. 

oblate top 

Figure 3.4: The correlation diagram of prolate and oblate symmetric top rotational 
levels. The center of the figure shows the labeling appropriate for asymmetric top 
leveis. 

3.2 Asymmet ric Top Molecules 

Asymmetric top molecules generally belong to Hund's case (b). This is because the 

orbital angular rnornentum in an asymmetric top is nearly quenched and is there- 

fore not strongly coupled to the rotational axes of the rnolecule. Since asymmetric 

top molecules have three different moments of inertia, their energy levels are com- 

plicated functions of the three rotational constants. The effective Hamiltonian is 



made up of the following terms : 

H~ is the pure rotational Harniltonian, H~~ is the centrifuga1 corrections to the 

rotational Hamiltonian and HSR is the spin-rotational Harniltonian. 

The pure rotation Harniltonian for an asymmetric rotor is : 

where the rnolecule fised coordinates are designated (a, b, c) rather t han (x: y, z )  

by following the convention of the rotational constants' .4 > B > C. -4 simple 

analytical form for the eigenfunctions for HR is not pcssible, but rearranging the 

eqn. (3.22) in terrns of jZ,  can make the evaluation of matris elernents sirnpler. The 

Harniltonian appropriate for a near prolate (A » B z C) asymmetric top becomes: 

The first two terms of eqn. (3.23) give diagonal matri-x elements and the last term 

gives rise to matrix elements of the form 4 K  = 1 2 ,  see eqn. (3.27). 

Cent rifugal distortion corrections to the rotation energy of an asymmetric top 

have been derived in a classic paper by UTatson [149]. In this procedure, the Hamil- 

tonian is transformed into a form that removes redundant constants that cannot 

be experimentally determined. There are two convenient choices for the trans- 

formed effective Hamiltonian' [l] symmetric (S) reduction, and [2] asymmetric (A) 



reduction. The basic difference between the S- and A-reduced Hamiltonians' is 

that rnatrix elements with hK = f 4 are not present in the A-reduction [l50]. 

They both, however, have mat rk  elements with hK = 0, f 2. The more general 

S-reduced form is applicable to any molecule including asymmetric tops, regardless 

of the extent of asymmetry. Although the A-reduction diverges in the symmetric 

top limit, it is easier to use since the A-reduced Harniltonian contains fewer off- 

diagonal matrix elements. The most general lowest order expression (quartic) for 

centrifuga1 distortion is : 

where the centrifugal distortion constants r,p,s are complicated fiinctions of the 

force constants and the components of the moment of inertia tensor (see refs. [149: 

1311). The a? P ,  -,,, and 6 are summation indices, which can have the labels a' 6 or c. 

It was shorvn by Watson that only 21 constants of the type Tao,* are independent, 

three of each of the typcs T,,,,, r,,8ay TafiafiT and six of the r,,,o type  For 

molecules of orthorhombic symmetry D2, C2,,; and CZh ): there are nonzero 

matrix elements for only the first three types. Secondly, a simplification can be 

made whereby terms of the type ~ , p ~ p  can be absorbed into the T Q Q 0 ~  terms using 

the commutation relations of eqns. (3.8)-(3.10). The centrifugal Hamiltonian, HcoT 
can be simplified to give : 



where daflfl = ~ , , ~ ~ + 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( a  # p) and T',,, = T,,,, . Eqn. (3.25) has 6 constants 

but Watson [149] showed that only five of the constants can be experimentally 

determined from the spectrum. Unitary transformations of eqn. (3.25) were made to 

remove the redundant constants to give either the S-reduction or the A-reduction. 

The Hamiltonian expression that is applicab!e for a near prolate symmetric top 

becomes : 

II-here the A's are centrifugai corrections due to rotation about the a-axis and the 

8 s  are corrections for rotation about the b- and c-aues. Evaluating the matris 

elernents for H~ + H~~ gives [lX, 1523 : 

The quantum numbers J and K are the total angular momentum excluding spin 

and its projection onto t,he a-auis, respectively. 



3.3 Spin-Rotation Interactions 

Nonlinear molecules in multiplet electronic states can have an interaction between 

the electron spin angular momentum and rotational angular mornentum, called the 

spin-rotation interaction. The basic theory of these interactions was first consid- 

ered by Van Vleck [153], where he derived an effective Hamiltonian that considered 

mixing of electronic states caused by a spin-orbit coupling and Coriolis terms in 

the rotational Hamiltonian. There are two major contributions to t hese interac- 

tions, a direct magnetic coupling betneen the the electronic spin and molecular 

rotation, and a second order spin-orbit coupling between the electron spin and the 

unquenched angular momentum of the unpaired electrons [l54j. It has been shown 

(Curl [155], Dkon [l56]) that the major contribution to the spin-rotation constants 

is through the second-order spin-orbit interaction. This can be derived if we re- 

cast the rotational Hamiltonian of an asymmetric top in terms of R; the rotational 

angular mornentum, where R = fi - f,, N is the total angular momentum exclusive 

of spin, and f, is the orbital angular mornentum. With the inclusion of spin-orbit 

coupling the rotation of a rigid polyatomic molecule becomes : 

The (a, b, c) are the principal axes in the molecular frame, flj is the spin orbit 

coupling operator for electron j ,  ij is the electron spin operator and the sum j 

is over al1 electrons in the system. From eqn. (3.29) Ive can see that the purely 

rotational part of the Hamiltonian is : 



and the perturbation to strict rigid rotation arises from the cross terms betmeen 

between H~ acd H*, where; 

This form of the Hamiltonian is rery difficult to use? since it involves a sum 

of one-electron operators. In the Hund's case (b) basis. ij does not commute 

with 5 or t7 and a common set of eigenfunctions can not be found. A cornmon 

way to liandle such problems is to use a Van Vleck transformation. It is basically 

a version of perturbation theory that allows one to obtain an approsimate block 

diagonal effective Hamiltonian. When we perform a second-order t reatment of t his 

interaction, we get : 

where the sum n is over al1 electronic States in the molecule. The Van Vleck trans- 

formation also allows one to mrite an effective Harniltonian for the spin-rotat ion 

interaction : 

where the a and p are summations over the molecule fixed coordinates (a, b, c). It 

has been shown [155,156] that the second order contributions (spin-orbit) to the 



parameters were predominant over the first order (nuclear) contributions. 

This effective Hamiltonian was used for asymmetric top molecules in doublet 

states but for sorne cases it was found inadequate to fit the energy levels [1571. 

Brown and Sears [152] used the approach of Watson to derive the centrifugal dis- 

tortion corrections to the spin rotation constants. R o m  Van Vleck theory the 

quartic spin-rotation Hamiltonian is written as : 

the q ~ ~ p , ~  are the centrifugal distortion parameters of the spin-rotation interaction: 

analogous to rQo,g parameters of centrifugal distort ion. Gsing the procedure of 

Watson: the A-reduced form of the Hamiltonian was derived by Brown and Sears, 

giving : 

The matriu elements for the asyrnmetric reduction and its centrifugal distort ion 

corrections for an asymmetric top molecule in a doublet electronic state are given 

in Table 3.1. 



Table 3.1: Matriu elements of the spin-rotation interaction for a molecule in a 
doublet state in the A-reduction [151,152]. 

( N  - lo K S J  1 1 MKSJ) = -Q(iVSJ)(K/2N)(iV2 - Ic2)+  

x {(E,. - (cab + eaa)/2) + AKIC + A N ~ N * )  

T ( N S J )  = N(IV + 1) + S(S + 1)  - J ( J  + 1 )  and $ ( N S J )  = [ ( N  - J  + S ) ) ( N  + 
J + S + l ) ( S  + J - LV + 1) ( N  + J - S)/(21V + 1) (2iV - l ) ]$ .  d(NS J) is unity 
for a doublet state (S=$).  M C  = &1 m a t r k  elements vanidi for molecules with 
orthorhombic symmetry. 



Chapter 4 

The Spectroscopy of CaNH2 

The first spectroscopic investigation of CaNHz was completed by Worrnsbecher et 

ai. [49] using a Broida oven. They used a reaction of Ca vapor with hydrazine 

(X2H4) to generate CaNH2. Hydrazine was admitted into the reaction zone of a 

Broida-oven through a leak valve, to give a total pressure of 1-3 torr inside the 

chamber. Tliere was weak cherniluminescence attributed to the reaction product 

of Ca and hydrazine. The cherniluminescence ivas focused ont0 the d i t s  of a 314 

m monochromator and detected by a photomultiplier tube (P MT). Low resolution 

chemiiuminescent spectra were recorded to locate the positions of the electronic 

transitions in the molecule. The motivation of the work was to determine if the 

MNH2 spectra had any similarities to the spectra of the isoelectronic diatomic 

alkaline earth fluorides. This ivas a natural estension to nonlinear derivatives of 

alkaline eart hs since elec tronic and structural similarities had just recently (in 1983) 

becn s h o w  in the spectrum of CaOH [14] and SrOH [16]. The CaNH2 spectra did 

show a strong resernblance to the spectra of the isoelectronic CaF molecule. The 



first two transitions of Ca'lH2 in the red were assigned as the A B*-X 2AL and B 

~ B ~ - X  2A1 transitions, while the yellow ernission was assigned as the C 2 ~ i - X  *AL 

transition of a planar motecule with C2, symmetry. in a subsequent experiment, 

they attempted to record high resolution spectra of the C-X transition [116]. It was 

estimated from the cherniluminescent spectra that the rotational and vibrational 

temperature of the CaNH2 molecules was in the range of 500-700 K. 

When high resolution laser experiments were carried out using a conventionai 

technique, measuring the total laser excitation signal, rotational structure IW not 

observed in the spectrum. They did, however, observe a weak fluorescence on 

a strong background signal. This indicated that the 6-.T elec tronic transition 

was severely co~gested and conwntional laser spectroscopic techniques would not 

provide rotationally-resolved spectra. To partially overcome of this probleq they 

used the technique of laser escitation with narrowband fluorescence detection [lS, 

1591: a technique which cari aid in the assignrnent of a complicated spectrum. In 

t his method, a monochromator functions as a narrow bandpass filter to detect only 

part of the fluorescence spectrum of the molecule. Spectral complexity is greatly 

reduced in this way because the monochromator can filter out sorne or most of 

the non-resonant fluorescent signal, which is the most likely cause of the strong 

background. The spectrum is simplified because only those lines wliich fluoresce 

in the na r rw  spectral window monitored by the monochromator appear in the 

laser ercitat ion scan. This technique cannot, however, remove Doppler broadening 

and is rather a tedious procedure for molecules with congested spectra. -4 partial 

analysis of the K,=l sub-band for the 00 transition of the C 2 ~ l - X  2441 systern 



was carried out [116]. High rotational temperatures precluded them from assigning 

any loiv J transitions or the K.=O sub-band. Our rneasurements on cold Cai\iH2 

molecules are not completely consistent with their reported line positions. This is 

in part due to their large spectral linewidths which were on the order of 0.05 cm-': 

and also because our data contains only low J rotational lines. In the jet-cooled 

spectra reported in this ivork, the typical linewidth obtained are on the order of 

150-200 'ilHz ( 4 . 0 0 7  cm-l). Although it is possible that they recorded the Ka= l  

sub-band: the uncertainty in their line positions (k 0.02 cm-') was too large to 

aid in the assignment of the cold spectrum. 

Whitham et al. [lls] were the first to use a laser ablation/molecular beam 

spect rometer to produce CaNH?. Again, t liese studies were limited in resolution 

(0.15 cm-l), but this time by the probe laser. .As a consequence, they were only 

able to perform a partial rotational analysis of the 0: bands of the .x *B*-S ?A1 

and Ë 2~I -X'2r l l  systems. Sirnulated intensities of their rotational lines implied a 

rotational temperature of 180 1< for a helium expansion- 

Slarr et al. [Il31 were the first to analyze the high resolution spectra of CaNH?. 

The? recorded the 0: band of the A* B~-.?*& syçtern. from which they derived 

the molecular constants for the ground and excited states. u'sing optical/Stark 

spectroscopy, they also measured dipole moments for the -4 and X states. The 0: 

band of the B 2 ~ 1 - 1 ~ 2 ~ 1  system was analyzed by Zhao et al. [114], and ive report 

here a high resolution analysis of the 0: band of the C 2.41-4v *Al  .stem. CaNH2 

is the first nonlinear alkaline earth derivative where al1 four of the (Sidao ~ ~ 6 )  low- 

Iying electronic states are characterized at high resolution, thus we sliall discuss 



the application of the simple "pure precession" mode1 to polyatomic systems of low 

symmetry. 

4.1 Observations 

The approsimate positions of the A*B~- .PA~,  B2 B ~ - ~ ~ ~ A ~  and C 2 i l l - 4 t 2 ~ l  band 

origins were known from the lorv resolution work of Bopegedera et al. [%], and 

the location of the C-S system ivas also known from the work of Wormsbecher 

et al. [116]. Prel imina-  experiments were performed using a Broida oven. Tlicse 

esperirnents showed t hat the spectrum of the C-x system 1 ~ s  ext remely dense, 

witli many Ka-rotational sub-bands and vibrational hot bands present (Fig. 4.1). 

The spectra recorded in this way were Found to be estremely difficult to analyze, 

emn mhen resolved fluorescence techniques were used, as shown in Fig 4.2. 

A molecular beam esperiment was carried out where the laser was scanned a t  

high resolution in the region from 17366 cm-' to 17393 cm-'. Rotational struc- 

ture of the spectrum was consistent with the pôrallel band structure of an a-type 

transition. The electronic transi tionç of asymmetric tops are classified as a-type, 

&type or c-type, depending on the orientation of the transition dipole moment 

with respect to the principal axes. The C 2 ~ I - % 2 ~ I  transition is approximately 

described as the promotion of an electron from a predominantly 4s orbital to a 4p, 

orbital on Ca. This will correspond to an oscillating dipole moment lying along 

the a - a i s  of the molecule, whicli for CaNH2 is parallel to the Ca-N bond. Hence, 

this type of transition is also called a parallel transition (a-type). The -4-3 and 

fi-2 transitions are approximately the promotion of the 4s electron to 4pz and 



Figure 4.1: The overviem spectrurn of the 2~I-,f 'Al transition of CaNH2. This 
spectrum was recorded using a Broida aven and monitoring the total fluorescence 
of the B ~ B ~ - X ~ A ~  system. Features such as band-heads or band-origins are not 
visible because of the background signal caused by non-resonant fluorescence and 
severe line congestion. 



Wavenumberl cm-' 

Figure 4.2: The resolved fluorescence spectrum of a portion of the R-branch of 
the 6 'A~-X *& transition of CaNH2. This spectrum was also recorded with a 
Broida oven but only the resolved fluorescence was monitored. This was done by 
placing the monochromator in the P-branch region of 6 'A~-2  *Al transition. 
The symbols denote lines belonging to a particular R-branch series, but matching 
the corresponding P-branch lines was impossible due to spectral congestion. 



4py orbitals, both of which are perpendicular to the Ca-IV bond. These are called 

perpendicular transitions. 

The appearance in the spectra of parallel and perpendicular transitions are quite 

different. Since the oscillating dipole moment for an a-type transition is parallel 

to the a-axis, the projection of the total angular momentum (excluding spin), Ka, 

cannot change upon excitation. This leads to the selection rules AK, = O and 

AK, = f 1. Sub-bands within each electronic transition are denoted Ii-L t I ' : ,  

so for a parallel transition 0-0, 1-1, 2-2 etc.. . sub-bands are allowed. This is 

analogous to diagonal vibronic transit ions of diatomic molecules. Sote t hat eacli 

sub-band originating from a different K: will have approxirnately the same origin. 

The rotational contour of this transition will appear simple, or in other words it will 

be a narrow transition. Perpendicular transitions (c-type) have the AK, = I l ,  

and AI(, = O selection rules, giving 0-1, 1-0, 2-1, 1-2 etc. . . labelled sub-bands. 

Thus, sub-bands originating vith different K: will have slightly different origins 

and the rotational contour will be open, i.e. it will appear relatively broad mhen 

compared to a parallel transition, see Fig 4.3. 

The additional selection rules for a doublet a-type transition are, A J = f 1 

FI -t FI ,  F2 -t F2 for a Ki = O t K: = O sub-band, and for a KA = 1 t K: = 1 

sub-band a Q-branch (A J = O) is also allowed. It is useful to introduce the label, 

y, for the rotational energy levels (Jarman et al. [1 l l ] ) ,  where y = I(, + Kc - N, 

so that 7 can take on the values, O or 1. Therefore, we have -1 = O t = O for a 

0-0 sub-band and both = O t y" = O and y' = 1 t y" = 1 for a 1-1 sub-band. 

The allowed transitions of the 0-0 sub-band are depicted in Fig. 4.4. Each 



Figure 4.3: The cornparison of the (a) parallel type and (b) perpendicular type 
transitions. The rotational contour of a parallel transition is rnuch narrower than 
the contour of a perpendicular transition. 



rotational level labelled NKaVKc is split into two fine structure levels by spin-rotation 

interactions. They are labelled FI, for J=N+i ,  and F2, for J=N-$. Only P and R 

branches are allowed for the 0-0 sub-band so the rotational spectrum is analogous to 

a 2C+-2C' transition of a diatomic molecule. Figure 4.5 shows the corresponding 

energy level diagram for a 1-1 sub-band. In this case each rotational level is split 

into four components, first by spin-rotation interactions (Fi and F2) and secondly 

by asymmetry doubling (7 = O or l ) ,  as indicated by a superscript. The 1-1 sub- 

band resembles a Hund's case (b) *II-case (b)211 transition of a diatomic molecule. 

Figure 4.6 shows the overview of the C-9 band system recorded both in Ar and 

in He. The He spectrum has a slightly higher rotational temperature (Tm, = 13 

K) than the Ar spectrum (Tmr = 6 K). Initially the Ar spectrum was used for data 

analysis, but the F2 component of the 1-1 sub-band ivas absent. Subsequently the 

higher temperature He spectrum was used for the anal-is. Rotational lines mith 

J values as high as 19; were assigned for the 0-0 sub-band and J=14$ for the 1-1 

sub-band. Some of the assigned transitions of the spectrum are shown in Fig. 4.7. 

Al1 of the allowed branches (4 for 0-0, 12 for 1-1) were observed in the spectrum! 

however: it was found that the transitions involving the F2 component of the 1-1 

sub-band were very weak. The C-x band system is an a-type transition mith the 

AK, = O selection rule. The sub-bands of different K, will have approxirnately the 

same origin, leading to a very congested spectrum. Fortunately, with the rotational 

cooling in a molecular beam, only two Ko values had significant population (Ka = 

0,1). Because of nuclear spin statistics, the Ka = 1 rotational levels (ortho) cannot 

cool into the Ka = O (para) lewls. Compare the cold spectrum of Fig. 4.6 to the 



Figure 4.4: The energy level diagram associated with the K: = O t KA = O 
sub-band of the 6 2 ~ 1 - %  * A ~  transition of CaNH2. The allowed transition are 
labelled by .A J p  (i = 1,2). 



Figure 4.5: The allowed transition of the I(0 = 1 t KA = 1 sub-band of the 6 
2 ~ 1 - X  2Al transition. Each transition is labelled by (i = 1,2), see text for 
de t ails. 



high temperature spectrum of Fig. 4.2. 

4.2 Results 

The analysis of the C-3 spectrurn  vas partially aided by using a Loornis-Wood 

program to sort out the branches. Although this procedure [160] is useful in the 

analysis of congested spectra of 'C diatomic molecules, more care must be taken 

witli nonlinear molecules and non-% diatomics. This is because the line spacing 

of connected P and R-branches can be quite different. For CaNH2, a particular 

P or R branch can be found rather easily, but connecting the P and R branches 

was difficult (Fig. 4.2). With the help of the spectroscopic constants of Marr et 

al. [113], ground state combination differences were used to connect the branches. 

Once a single pair of branches of the I(a = O t K: = O sub-band mas assigned and 

subsequently fitted with a nonlinear least squares program, the rernaining brandies 

were then assigned by prediction. The same procedure ivas used ta assign the lines 

of the KA = 1 t Ko = 1 sub-band. 

The data ivas fit using the effective rotational Hamiltonian (A-reduction) of 

Watson [150] and the spin-rotation Hamiltonian of Brown et al. [132]. The effective 

quadratic spin-rotation Hamiltonian is written as : 

where a and p are the principal rotation axes, E a a ,  SB and Na are defined in 5 3.3. 



Figure 4.6: An overview of the high resolution spectrum of the 0; vibronic band of 
the C 2-41-X *A1 transition (a) recorded in He and (b) in Ar. 



Figure 4.7: A portion of the high resolution spectrum of the 0: band of the 
~ A ~ - S  2A1 transition of CaNH2 near the origin. This spectrum was recorded with 
He carrier gas. Note the 3:l intensity ratio of ortho (Ka = 1) and para (Ka = 0) 
levels and the small asymmetry splitting (y) of the KO = 1 c hfL = 1 sub-band. 
The Q-branch transitions are not labelled for clarity. 



..A total of nine spin rotation constants are possible, but for a molecule with or- 

thorhombic (Cz,) symrnetry, only three, e.,, cbb and e,,, are nonzero. It will be 

s h o w  (see 54.3) that  the predorninant contribution to these constants is from 

second-order spin-orbit interactions rather than true spin-rotation interactions. 

The matrix elements used in the nonlinear Ieast squares program were taken from 

the literature (Watson [149], Hirota [151]). For the final fit the A2 B ~ - X ~ A ~  lines of 

Marr  et al. [113], the B ~ B ~ -  S 2 ~ I  lines of Zhao et al. [Il41 were added to this data 

set and a global fit of al1 the data was carried out. The rotational constants for the 

.f2&, A*&, B ~ B ~ :  c2& states are reported in Table 4.1 and the line positions of 

the C2cI- ,?*Al system are listed in Appendix AS.  

4.3 Discussion: Pure Precession Mode1 

The most interesting of the spectroscopie constants listed in Table 4.1 are the spin- 

rotation constants (c,,). This is because we can use the simple pure precession 

mode1 to give a physical picture of the orbitals containing the unpaired electron. 

CaNH2 is the first of the alkaline earth polyatomic molecules for which al1 of the 

low-lying electronic states are known, so a discussion of the pure precession model 

is warranted. In this model ive will assume tliat only pure p t y p e  orbitals give rise 

to the first three excited electronic states (Fig. 1.1) of CaNH2, while the ground 

state has the unpaired electron in an s-type orbital. 

It  vas shown by Dixon [l56] that the second-order spin-orbit corrections to the 



spin-rotation constants of a doublet state are : 

The sum j is over al1 electrons, k,= +l for promotion of an unpaired electron, kj= 

-1 for promotion of an electron into a half-filled orbital or zero othenvise. The 

B,'s in eqn. (4.2) are the rotational constants in the principal avis system (e-g. 

Ba = -4, Bb = B: Bc = C). The matrix element involving &,j can be written in 
- 

terms of the the one-electron orbital angular rnomentum operators, 7 j , ,  = C, 

where <, is the spin-orbit constant for the electron. In the pure precession Limit, 

ive can neglect al1 electrons escept the unpaired valence electron on Ca+. Thus, 

the surn over j can be replaced with a single term involving <3pèQ, leaving the 

second-order correction to the spin-rotation constants as : 

A similar analysis as above can be done for the second-order correction to the 

rotational constants ( A ,  B, C). The result is : 

It will be shown below that the second-order correction to the A rotational constant 

is significant while the corrections to B and C are negligible. 

A second simplification that can be made is the unique perturber approxima- 

tion. Here, we assume that each electronic state interacts solely with a dominant 



perturbing state [161]. Pairs of states interact if rotations of the molecule are taken 

into consideration. The faster the molecule rotates about a particular principal 

a i s ,  the unpaired electron, localized in a particular p orbital mixes with the other 

p orbital that is perpendicular to the rotation axis. For example, rotation about the 

a-axis causes interactions between the B ~ B ~  (p z )  and A 2 ~ 2  (py) states, rotation 

about the c-axis causes interactions between the C * A ~  ( p i ) ,  and the B ~ B ~  ( p z )  

states and finally, rotation about the 6-auis leads to interactions of the C2A1 ( p z )  

and A2& ( p z )  states. 

To determine the second-order correction to E., in the . 4 2 ~ 2  state: the wvavefunc- 

tions for the two interacting states ( B ~ B ~ ,  A 2 ~ 2 )  and the integrals (61 2B1 1 ê, 1 -j 

B2), (2 B2 1 bpia 1 Ë 2 B I )  must to be evaluated. However, in the pure precession 

limit we assume that each electronic state arises strictly from a pure p-type orbital. 

In Table 4.2 , the correlation of the electronic state with the principal auis system, 

and with the (x, y: Z )  coordinate system is shown. Table 4.3 shows the effect of the 

one-electron orbital angular rnomentum operators on the three p-orbitals. Using 

these results and eqn. (4.3) me can mrite the formula for the second order correction 

to E,, of the A*B~ state : 

In the 1 s t  step we replace G p  with ASo, mhich is the spin-orbit splitting in the hypo- 

thetical linear molecule. Clearly one can see that ve get the negative of eqn. (4.5) 



for E , ~  of the g2& state . Perforrning sirnilar calculationç we get EL:) = O for the 

state, = O for the (?*/Il state and : 

In the above formulae the top sign corresponds to the lower energy electronic state 

of the interacting pair of states. The second order correction to the -4 rotational 

constant then becomes : 

One can see the dose connection between the the above results and the perturbation 

treatment of Whitham ar.d Jungen [llj]. They considered the rotation about the 

a-auis as equivalent to an a-auis Coriolis interaction with an off-diagonal spin-orbit 

coupling. The Hamiltonian for this interaction is : 

The a-mis of a (near) prolate symmetric top molecule plays the same role in quani- 

tization as the internuclear avis of a diatomic molecule so they replaced the angular 

rnornenturn operators fi,, ta, S ,  by their corresponding quantum numbers Ka, il 

and C. The 2 x 2  energy rnatrix was then diagonalized for the interacting A and 6, 

states, and solved for the correction of their energies to second order. The relevant 

results from their analysis are : 



The formula for e (P)  is equivalent to the formula derived from the pure precession 

limit, where we had already used the Fact that A = 1 (A = the projection of the 

electronic orbital angular momentum on the top axis) for a porbital .  AsPeC is the 

rotational constant derived from fitting the line positions of the spectra, again the 

top sign of eqn. (4.9) refers to the lower electronic state. This result also shows that 

the obsenred value of the -PeC rotational constant contains a large second order 

contribution to the true -4 rotational constant. 

On the basis of the molecular geometry, Ailil = Arc - AsFec should be srnall. 
A 

This is because the electron occupies either an in-plane or out-of-plane "non- 

bonding" p-orbital. However' the fitted rotational constants are significant ly dif- 

ferent ( A T c  = 11.449 cm-' vs. ATeC = 14.366 cm-l), mhich would a t  first sight B 

irnply a large change in geometry betmen the and Ë states. Applying the second 

order correction from eqn. (4.9), we find that the true rotational constant for the 

di and B states is 12.907 cm-', which is very similar to the AsPec=12.951 cm-' for 

the state and to the AsPec=13.057 cm-L of the ground state. The second-order 

corrections to the B (mhere El(') = f 6) and C rotational constants are srnall 
Ec- Ee 

(-IO-' cm-') compared to experimental uncertainty of these constants. 

The approach given by Whitham and Jungen is specific to the the and 

states and interactions about the a-ais. Our discussion here is more general, and 

for an electron that possesses a well defined orbital angular momenturn we can write 

effective formulae for ebb and E,, : 



where t = 1 for p orbitals. 

The cornparison of the observed spin-rotation constants to their corresponding 

pure precession values are s h o w  in Table 4.4. A11 the values calculated from 

the pure precession formula are in reasonable agreement with the observed spin- 

rotation parameters in both magnitude and sign. The e ,  parameter is extremely 

well predicted for the A, states, i.e. <10 % of the experimental value. t\lso, 

the spin-rotation parameters in the ground state are predicted to be zero by pure 

precession. since l = O for an s-orbital. Experimentally, we find an extremely small 

value for the constant $(ebb + 6, ) .  The ground state of CaNH2 correlates with a 

'C+ (Fig. 1.1) state in a linear molecule like CaOH. The ground state spin-rotation 

parameter, y for a diatomic (or linear) alkaline earth rnolecule is espected to be 

small. Since the constant, ;(cab + E=,-), is equivalent to 7, the magnitude of $ ( f b b  + 
e,) = 8.5 x IO-" cm-' should be close to that of the isoelectronic CaOH molecule 

(y" = 9.53 x IO-" cm-') or the diatomic CaF molecule (y" = 1.3 x 10-~cm-').  The 

parameter E,. is equiwlent to the spin-orbit ( A ~ ' )  constant of a diatomic (linear) 

molecule is zero for a *C+ state and this is what is observed for the ground state 

of CaNH2. 

The other spin-rotation parameters of Table 4.4 are in good qualitative agree- 

ment ivith experiment, except for of the C2d1 state. This is most likely due 

to mixing of the pure p-orbitals (assumed in our pure precession model) with d- 

orbitals and vibronic interactions. The intermediate value of e,. for the e * ~ ~  state 

corresponds to a Hund's case (b) coupling scheme while the significantly larger 

e., of 8 cm-' for the B and 2 states corresponds to Hund's case (a) coupling for 



Ka # O. Thus, the 1-0 sub-bands of the A-x and B-x would resemble a case (a) 

*II-*C+ transition of a diatornic molecule while a 2-1 transition resembles a case 

(a) 2A- case (b)*II (~ . , (K*A~)  = O r A ~ O )  of a diatornic rnolecule. 

Finally, we have calculated values for the g-tensor from Curl's formula (1621 : 

€0, 
%CI =Se - -7 (1.11) 2B, 

where g, is the electron g-factor. The predicted values are reported in Table 4.3. 

4.3.1 Geometrical Parameters 

The ro geornetries have teen calculated for al1 of the low-lying states of CaNH2. 

Rotational constants are available for only one isotopomer ('OCa1%&4, so t hat 

al1 three structural parameters r c , ~ ,  TNH and O H N H  cannot be determined si- 

multaneously for the planar CaNH2 molecule. The inertial defects are 0.16, 0.13, 

1.43 and 0.01 amu .k2 for the x7 .?, B and C states, respectiwl. Thus, the TNH 

bond distance was constrained to the value found in XH; [163] ~ N H  = 1.041 -4 or 

S H 2  [164] T N H  = 1.023 .&. For the A and states we used the true value of the A 

rotational constant to calculate rA. Fundamental constants and molecular masses 

mere taken from ref. [165]. In each case we calculated the geometry ai th  ( I J s )  or 

(IA,Ic) pairs. Table 4.6 and 4.7 shows the results of the calculation, mhich are the 

average of the moment of inertia pairs, and these are compared with r, ab initio 

calculations [166] performed for CaNH2. The theoretical values are in reasonable 

agreement with experiment. 



4.4 Summary 

The high resolution spectrum of the 6 2~i - lv  'Al transition CaNH2 has been 

recorded in a laser ablation/molecular beam spectrorneter. This molecule is the nrst 

alkaline-earth polyatomic molecule for which al1 of the low-lying electronic States 

have been analyzed a t  high resolution. tVe have derived some simple expressions 

for the spin-rotation parameters using a simple one-electron model. This so called 

pure precession model assumes that the first three electronic transitions of the 

molecule are purely metal-centered (np t ns) in origin. This model does a good 

job in predicting the observeci spin-rotation parameters of CaiVH2. It ivould be 

very interesting to see if the model works for similar mdecules such as SrXH2 and 

BaNH2 and also with a molecule of lower symmetry such as CaSH. 



Table 4.1: The spectroscopic constants for CaNH2, al1 constants are in cm-! 

Table 4.2: Correlat ion between principal avis system and molecular coordinat es. 
See fig. 1.2. 

-4 *B2 = py e, = e, 
B *BI  = p z  ëb = êy 
C * A ~  = pz e, = e, 

Table 4.3: Effect of orbital angular momentum operators on the cartesian p-orbitals 



Table 4.4: The spin rotation parameters for CaNH,. 

E,, Pure Precession O 8.193 -8.193 O 
Formula ['I - + - 4‘12 A A ~ O  - 

AE6-z AEè-A 

O bserved 8.52 x 10'~ 0.00530 0.0372 -0.0398 
€66 Pure Precession O O 0.0554 -0.0534 

Formula - - 2 ~ e t  1 )  BA'" - 2e(et  1)  BA^* + AEEVa AEc-a 

O bserved 8.52 x 10-4 0.0558 0.00389 -0.0385 
€cc Pure Precession O 0.0418 O -0.0417 

Formula - + 2 q e - t 1 ) ~ . 4 ~ ~  - - 2e(e+ r)c.-P 
AEc-i 

[II-dso = 66.793 cm-' spin-orbit constant of CaOH. 

Table 4.5: Estimated g-tensor from Curl's formula 

TabIe 4.6: Geometrical Parameters 
A 

 ri^^ (A)['] 1.041 
r c D ~  (-L) 2.118 2.098 2.090 2.102 

ûrrNH 102.9' 103.8' 103.8' 103.Y 
TNH (A) [*] 1 .O25 
r c o ~  (A) 2.140 2.120 2.123 2.125 

:l]-Bond distance from NHg ref. [163] 
121-Bond distance from NH2 ref. [164] 



Table 4.7: Experimental and ab initio parameters for the ,v2.4, State. 

DFT Expt. 
1 05.6" 100.5" 102.9" 

Vibration DFT ( ~ r n - ~ ) i ~ I  Expt. (f 10 ~ r n - ~ ) [ ~ J  
4 antisymm. NH bend 6* 345 320 
u4 out-of-plane bend 6 1 455 347 
v3 Ca-N Stretch al  544 
u2 symrn. YH bend a1 1586 
vl symrn. NH stretch al  3448 - 
v5 anti-symm. XH stretch q 3535 - 

[l]-Ref. [166]. 
[Pl-Fixed, see 5 4.3.1. 
[3]-From low resolution Broida oven esperiment . 



Chapter 5 

Infrared Spectroscopy of 

Transient Molecules 

The infrared region has traditionally been a difficult port ion of the electromagnet ic 

spectrum to rvork in, compared to the visible or microwave regions. An intrinsic 

limitation of vibration-rotat ion spectroscopy is the relatively weak transit ion dipole 

moments. They are of the order of 0.1 debye, which is small when compared to 

a typical elec t ric dipole-allowed electronic transition. Since the relative intensity 

of a transition depends on the square of the transition dipole moment, methods to 

detect infrared signals from molecules therefore have to be very sensitive. 

The most widely used instruments to date have been diode laser spectrometers 

and Fourier transform spectrometers. Diode !asers can have high power outputs 

(up to 50 rnW) and narrow spectral linemidths (a few megahertz) which makes 

t hem suitable for high resolution and high sensitivity spectroscopic studies. The 

major drawback of diode lasers, however, is the sparse spectral coverage and the 



tedious wavenumber calibration. Newer met hods based on nonlinear optical tech- 

niques, such as difference mixing of two near IR (or visible) lasers [167,168] and 

optical parametric oscillators are proving to be promising methods for infrared spec- 

troscopy [169]. Fourier transform spectrometers are currently not as sensitive as 

laser-based techniques for recording the spectra of transient molecuies. A Fourier 

transform spectrometer does, however, have inherent advantages over traditional 

dispersiw or grating instruments. Fourier transform (FT) instruments have mide 

spectral coverage over a continuous wavenumber range (this is the so-called Connes 

advantage), and an interna1 wavenumber calibration. 

The newer technique of infrared emission spectroscopy has made FT instruments 

a more sensitive tool for recording the spectra of transient molecules. It is widely 

known that techniques involving emission spectroscopy are superior in sensitivity 

when compared to absorption methods in the visible and UV regions. This is due 

to the possibility of performing essentially zero background measurements, while 

absorption spectroscopy requires monitoring the difference of a "weak" absorption 

in the presence of a bright and potentially noisy light source. 

-1 major difficulty when recording the absorption spectra of transient molecules 

is the accumulation of sufficient gas phase concentration of the molecular species. 

For a low gas phase concentration, which is typical when recording spectra of tran- 

sient species, it is rather difficult to observe an appreciable light absorption. An 

excellent example which shows the sensitivity of emission rnethods over absorption 

spectroscopy is the case of BaH (1701. In experiments performed under similar 

conditions, the infrared absorption signal of BaH was imperceptible over the noise, 



while the emission spectrum could be recorded with a modestly high signai-to- 

noise ratio ( -204 .  Performing a thermodynamic equilibrium calculation for the 

reaction. Ba(!) + :H2(g) F BaH(g), it was estimated estimated that the partial 

pressure of BaH was 35 mTorr inside a tube with a length of 80 cm. This work 

demonstrated that there was a t  least a factor of 20 greater sensitivity in the emis- 

sion mesurement, al1 conditions being equal. A l t e r n a t i ~ l y ~  in accordance with 

Beer's law, the only way to obtain an appreciable absorption signal would be to in- 

crease the path length the radiation travels in order to achieve the equivalent signal 

from an absorption esperiment. Typically, one uses multiple reflection techniques 

mith a White-type ce11 [171,172] to obtain long path lengths. Thus, for free radical 

or transient species, which have relatively low gas phase concentrations: emission 

spectroscopy is perhaps the simplest method to record a molecular spectrum. 

Some of the first observations of an infrared emission spectrum of a free radical 

recorded with an FT instrument were reported for PH [173], and later for FO [174]. 

It tiad been believed that infrared emission would only be observable if an energetic 

method to generate the molecules was emploÿed. The PH molecules was made 

in a microwave discharge miiile FO wvas produced in an exothermic reaction of 

F radicals with ozone (O3). Therefore, it was surprising when the first thermal 

infrared emission spectrum was reported by Uehara et al. [175]. In this work, 

GeS was heated to 900 K, vhere the vibration-rotation spectrum of the 1-0 to 

3-2 bands of the X1CC ground state \vas recorded. This technique was extended 

by Frum et al. [l76] when they accidentally recorded emission spectra Sis  a t  800 

cm-' in an attempt to observe that species in absorption. ünlike PH produced 



in a rnicrowave discharge or FO produced from an exothermic reaction, the Sis 

and GeS spectra were simply a result of thermal emission. The universality of 

this technique ..vas demonstrated when strong emission spectra were recorded for 

molecules such as AIH (1771, InH [178], GaH [179] and HF [MO: 1811; al1 of mhich 

have vibrational frequencies 3 1500 cm-'. Using relatively simple experimental 

conditions, coupling a high temperature furnace with an FT spectrometer, one can 

generate a wide variety of transient molecules that can be detected via ernission 

spectroscopy [169,182]. 

5.1 Introduction to Fourier Transform Spectroscopy 

In 1891 Albert 'vlichelson [183] reported a design for an interferometer mhich in 

most respects resembles the interferometer found in modern FT spectrometers. 

The so-called Michelson interferometer played a very important role in the history 

of physics of the late 19th century [184]. In the early 18807s, an earlier version of the 

modern interferometer was used to develop a state-of-the-art procedure to measure 

the unit of length. The standard meter prior to 1884 was defined as the distance 

between two scratches on a platinium-iridium bar kept a t  the Paris Acaderny of 

Sciences. Using a glom discharge of 86Kr (A = 6058 A), a careful series of exper- 

iments was performed under controlled conditions by Michelson. He was able to 

precisely measure the number of fringes of the 86Kr wavelength in the old standard 

meter. Based on tliese measurements the rneter was redefined as 1 650 763.7 fringes 

of the '%r wavelength. This new procedure was given mide approval when in 1903 

the International Conference on Weights and Measures adopted the length of the 



meter as 1 553 1963.5 wavelengths of the red radiation cf cadmium. This definition 

was used until November 1983 when it ivas redefined in terms of a unit time (sec- 

ond). This new definition was based on the frequency of a hyperfine transition of 

the Cs atom. This definition Lued the value for the speed of light and from this 

the definition of a meter is obtained. 

Another important application of the interferometer was the measurernent of 

the motion of the earth mith respect to the æther. Before the development of 

Einstein's theory of special relativitv, physicists believed that electromagnetic radi- 

ation had to propagate through a mechanical medium, in much the same may sound 

propagates t hrougli air. Beginning in 1882, Michelson along wi th his colleague Mor- 

ley, attempted to measure this motion. They surmised that if the instrument was 

moving with or against the æther: the path the light traveled through the interfer- 

orneter ivould be slightly different and would therefore lead to a shift in the fringe 

pattern of the light. The experiment was designed so their entire instrument could 

be carefully rotated during an experiment to measure this shift. By 1887, their 

results showed no significant shift, so that despite orbital motion of the earth their 

appratus seemed at  rest mith respect to the æther. Physicists of the time were 

perplexed by these results and it would not be until 1905 when special relativity 

would shed light on the results of the Michelson-Morley experiment. 

Michelson was aware of the possibility of using the interferometer to obtain spec- 

tra and manually calculated spectra of many interferograms. It was not until the 

19607s, with the development of modern computers and a mathematical technique 

called the fast Fourier transform, that the FT spectrometer became a practical 



instrument for spectroscopie measurements. 

The essential elements of an interferometer are a beamsplitter (BS) , a station- 

ary mirror (Ml )  and a movable mirror (M2), as shown in Fig. 5.1. Electromagnetic 

radiation passes through an input aperture of the interferometer and is split into 

two orthogonal beams at the beamsplitter. One beam is reflected by the beam- 

splitter and goes to M l  and the other is transmitted to W. Ideally, the two beams 

are of equal intensity and are reflected back to the beamsplitter by the two mir- 

rors. If M l  and M2 are exactly the same optical distance from the bearnsplitter 

(called zero path difference (ZPD)), then both light beams have traveled the same 

distance (2L). The beams recombine a t  the beamsplitter resulting in constructive 

interference giving the original beam that was incident on BS, neglecting any re- 

Aection or transmission losses. If M 2  is displaced a distance x from BS with respect 

to h11, then an interference pattern will result when the two beams recombine a t  

the BS. Depending on the position of the movable mirror, the beams will either 

interfere in a constructive or destructive manner, and a fringe pattern will emerge 

at the detector. This pattern will repeat itself a t  integral multiples of $ of the M2 

travel distance, where X is the wavelength of the Iight. If the incident radiation is 

monochromatic with a frequency of v = hc/X, the fringe pattern mil1 appear as a 

sine wave. However, for polychromatic sources, which have many wavelengths of 

differing intensities, the pattern that emerges will be a cornplex sum of sine waves. 

The interference pattern recorded a t  the detector is now called an interferogram 

( F i .  5 . ) .  The interferogram is function of x, which is the displacement of M2 

mith respect to the distance from the stationax-y mirror to the beamsplitter. For 
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Figure 5.1: The schematic diagram of a Michelson interferorneter 



any optical path difference (OPD), the light intensity falling on the detector a t  

frequency v is given by [185] : 

1 
I'(x) = - I (v)  (1 + cos (2nvz)l. 

2 

I f ( x )  is made up of a dc component $I(u) which is the average intensity falling on 

the detector and an ac component : 

1 
I (x)  = - I(u) COS ( ~ x v x ) .  (5.2) 2 

For a source emitting a continuous spectruni, the complete interferogram is given 

1 +Oo 

I(x) = 5 /__ I ( v )  COS (2iivx) dv? (O. 3) 

This equation is valid for an ideal beamsplitter whose reflectivity and transmissivity 

are esactly 50%. In reality, this condition is rareiy met and a beamsplitter efficiency 

term must be included in the equation : 

+Cu 

I ( x )  = lm B(u) cos ( 2 7 ~ ~ )  dv, 

where, 

Here, ~ ( u )  = rlR(u)T(u) where R(v) and T ( v )  are the frequency dependent re- 

flectance and transmittance of the beamsplitter, respectiwly. The interferogram 



can be rewritten in its usual way : 

+O0 

~ ( z )  = /__ ~ ( u )  exp (îaiuz) dv. 

The spectrum B (v) can be calculated by computing the complex Fourier transform 

The integration limits of B(u) are between Ioo: infinite mirror displacemento which 

for real FT spectrometers are impractical limits. The displacernent (x) of the 

moving mirror is finite and this will limit the resolution (Au) of a spectrum. The 

ma.ximum spectral resolution that can be achieved for a hlichelson interferorneter 

with a finite OPD is : 
0.6 = - 

OPD' 

Thus, high resolution spectra (5  0.02 cm-') require an OPD greater than 30 cm. 

The quantity x in eqn. (5.7) is actually determined by the product of the velocity 

of the moving mirror and the time from ZPD. Thus, for a practical instrument, x 

must be precisely controlled. This is acheived by using a single mode laser (usually 

He-Ne) to accurately control the mirror motion. All commercial high resolution FT 

spectrometers use a single mode laser to track the displacement of the mirror and 

trigger data acquisition. This laser also provides a convenient interna1 wavenumber 

standard. 

The sensitivity of an FTS is greater than that of a grating instrument because 

of two reasons. First, the use of circular aperatures allowvs maximum throughput 



of light (Jacquinot's advantage), and secondly, light from the entire spectral region 

(of interest) falls on the detector (mutiplex advantage). The light at the detector 

is modulated by the moving mirror resulting in an interferrogram. The Fourier 

transform of the interferrogram gives the spectrum. 

For an  FTS, spectral information on the entire wavenumber interval is simulta- 

neously acquired a t  the detector, rather than sequentially as with a grating instru- 

ment. If the dominant source of noise is the detector, then the time required to 

acquire a spectrum of equivalent signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) would be LV times less 

with an  FT instrument than with a grating instrument. Here, iV is the number of 

resolution elements. For example. a spectrum measured between 400 to 1000 cm-L 

a t  1 cm-' resolution would have 600 resolution elements (N). If a grating instru- 

ment could measure this spectrum in 10 minutes (600 s) with a certain SNR, the 

FT would require 1s to achieve the same performance. This can also be expressed 

in terms of sensitivity, which is proportional to fi; i.e. the FT has J600 (fi) 
or 24.5 times better SNR over a grating spectrometer with equal integration times. 

The aperture size also dictates the resolution that can be acheived by ar, FTS. 

The light rays entering an FTS are generally not perfectly collimated, so some 

of the light rays travel a slightly displaced path from the central optical avis of 

the spectrometer, t hereby degrading resolution. -4 small entrance aperture will 

reduce this prablem, but a t  the sarne time this will reduce the light intensity falling 

ont0 the detector. There are two contradictory requirements a t  work here: a large 

aperture size will increase the sensitivity which is important when attempting to 

record weak signals, but this will degrade the spectral resolution necessary for high 



resolution studies. This maximum possible angular divergence or maximum solid 

viewing angle (0) for a resolution Au is : 

O u  
Q,, = 2r (-) steradians 

Vmax 

where Y,, is the largest wavenumber in the spectral region of interest. EquivaIently, 

for a light source of finite area the mavimurn achievable resolution is : 

where d is the diameter of the input aperture and F is the focal lengtli of the 

interferorneter. Thus in many cases, the choice of increased sensitivity is made 

at the expense of spectral resolution. The circular aperture does, however, have 

a significant advantage over the slits found in grating instruments. The optical 

throughput, given by the product of the input beam area and subtended solid angle, 

is greater for an FTS than for a grating spectrometer at any given wavelength or 

resolution [186]. 



Chapter 6 

Theory of Diatomic Spectroscopy 

6.1 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 

The time independent Schrodinger equation gives the quantum mechanical descrip- 

tion of electronic and nuclear interactions in a diatomic molecule. 

where H is the Hamiltonian of the system, @({ri): R) is the wavefunction, ri is 

the position vector of electron i, R is the position vectors of the nuclei, and E is 

the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian. The solution of the Schrodinger equation is, 

in general, a very difficult problern and an analytical solution can never be found 

except for the simplest systems. 

The mass of an electron is much smaller than the mass of the nuclei therefore 

the approximation that the motion of the electrons is independent of the motion 



of nuclei is made as a fkst-order approximation. The electronic motion occurs on 

a much faster time scale than nuclear motion thus Born and Oppenheimer made 

the rather reasonable assumption that the electrons see an effective or average po- 

tential. The internuclear distance can be considered constant and the diatomic 

molecule ~ i 1 l  have a effective energy U for each R. The separation of these mo- 

tions simplifies the mathematical analysis of the problem, and the wavefunction 

in the Schrodinger equation becomes a product of electronic and nuclear terrns, 

ik({î i} ,  R) = Ile({ri}; R)$J~(R). The total Harniltonian for a diatomic molecule is 

H = FN + T~ -k CkN + fce + Vye7 (6.2) 

w here, 

The terms in eqn. (6.3) are the nuclear and electronic kinetic energy operators mith 

M.. being the mass of the nucleus A or B, and me is the electron m a s .  In eqn. (6.41, 

2, is the nuclear charge and e is the elementary charge of the electron, r e p  

resents the internuclear repulsion term, is the coulornbic repulsion of electrons, 

and VN, is the nuclear-electron attraction term. If the nuclei are considered fixed 

in space, then T~ = O and PNN is constant for the nuclear configuration. LVe can 

mrite an electronic Hamiltonian = + PNN + Ge + & and the electronic part 



of the wave equation becomes : 

Again: $e aiid Eel are the electronic wavefunction and energy of the rnolecule, the 

symbois {ri}, are the set of electronic coordinates and R is the nuclear separation. 

The R in eqn. (6.5) occurs as a parameter in .lite and EeI: thus the electronic energy 

and wavefunction depends on the internuclear separation. A change in the position 

of the nuclei will affect the electronic charge distribution which is described by 

the effective internuclear potential U(R) .  The solution of the nuclear part of the 

Schrodinger equation requires knomledge of u'(R). The complete mave equation 

that includes nuclear motion of the molecule becomes : 

If the nuclear-electronic coupling effects are small for a given electronic sta te of the 

molecule then we can neglect the cross terms in the rigorous espansion of H!V in 

eqn. (6.6) i.e. &!J~(R) = O and ~ x @ > . ( [ ï ~ ] ,  R) = O. Eqn. (6.6) can be remritten as : 

Xow, by dividing both sides by $e([ri], R) the wave equat,ion becomes an effective 

equation for nuclear motion : 



For a diatornic molecule in a 'CC electronic state, &(R) can be nrritten in 

its customary way, $N(R)  = R-'&,J(R)I.~,(R), where the Km's are the spherical 

harrnonic functions and +,J is the vibrational wavefunction. By removing the 

center of m a s  motion in the Schrodinger equation for vibration-rotation motion, 

the effective one-dimensional equation in the scalar parameter R for a diatomic 

molecule becomes : 

.A general mathematicai form of U(R) ,  applicable to al1 systems, is not neces- 

sarily required before solving eqn. (6.9). An empirical function for U(R)  is typically 

used and eqn. (6.9) can be solved by numerical or analytical methods. Analytical 

procedures are usually require further approximations (see 56.2). The choice of 

the potential model is very important for the fitting of high precision rovibrational 

spectral data. The asymptotic behavior of U(R)  should be physically meaningful 

to avoid problems such as unrealistic dissociation energies or irregular behavior at 

small internuclear distances, i.e. U (R) should be a smoo th monotonically increasing 

function for R > Re and for R < Re, where Re is the minimum of the potential. 

6.2 Dunham Potential 

Analytical expressions for the energy levels of a vibrating rotor were calculated by 

J.L. Dunham [187] in 1932. In his treatment, Dunham rewrote the Schrodinger 

equation of eqn. (6.9) in terms of {, where < = (R - R,)/R,. The analytical form 



of the potential function was expanded as a power series in 5 in the region of the 

potential minimum : 

where {ai) are the potential parameters. An analytical expression for the eigenval- 

ues of the Schrodinger equation cannot be derived using this form of the potential. 

Thus, Dunham used a semiclassical approach, the first-order We~itzel-Kramers- 

Brillouin (WKB) approximation, to obtain an approximate solution of the problem. 

The WKB quantization condition is given by [188] : 

E(v ,  J) are the energy levels of the molecuie, R- and R, are the classical inner 

and outer turning points of the potential curve for each E(v ,  J). The result of the 

forma1 inversion of the quantization condition using the power series potential of 

eqn. (6.10) is a simple and rather compact energy level formula : 

where the xj coefficients can be related back to the {ai} potential parameters. 

The beauty of the Dunham formula is the approximate relationship of the Dunham 



coefficients to the normal band spectroscopic constants, such as : 

The relationship between the Dunham coefficients for different isotopomers of 

a molecule is given by (1891 : 

where /I = (MAiWs)/( iLl .  + M!,) is the reduced mass of the molecule and the asterisk 

denotes an isotopomer. In a conventional spectroscopic analysis of multiple isotopic 

species, each isotopomer is fit individually to eqn. (6.12). To compactly represent 

the data from many isotopomers, it is possible to factor out the isotopic dependence 

of X j  and write an isotopically independent form of the Dunham expression : 

and generate one set of mas-reduced constants (L i i j ) .  The Liij's represent data 

from two or more isotopomers of a molecule. 

This expression is only wlid within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and 

the first-order WKB approximation. For light molecules, breakdown of the Born- 

Oppenheimer and first-order WKB is very significant and eqn. (6.15) is not ade- 



quate to the represent data. An expression designed to handle this problem was 

empirically applied by Ross et al. [190] and later, was theoretically derived by 

Watson (1891. The expression of eqn. (6.16) came from taking higher-order WKB 

terms into account as well as Born-Oppenheimer breakdown effects. The Dunham 

expression with Watson's correction for Born-Oppenheimer breakdown becomes : 

where me is the electron mass, !LIA, and hlB are t.he atornic masses of atom A 

and atom B,  and the A&:s are the Born-Oppenheimer breakdown constants. The 

magnitude of the Ak's have no direct physical meaning because they collectively 

account for higher-order WICB terms and non-Born-Oppenheimer behavior. 

The 1 i . k  can be expressed in terms of a sum of adiabatic, non-adiabatic and 

Dunham (WKB breakdown) correction terms : 

adiabatic , k -  non-adiabatic , $ Dunharn + (AJ) + (4,) (6.17) 

Adiabatic in this contest is defined as the corrections necessary to account for 

the neglcct of the kinetic energy of the nuclei in each electronic state ( T ~ &  # 0) 

and non-adiabat ic corrections are due to interactions wit h ot her electronic states. 

The Dunham correction term accounts for the failure of the first-ordersemiclassicaL 

WKB quantizntion condition to fully explain quantum mechanical effects [189,191]. 

The il;, parameter has been studied in detail by Tiemann et al. [192]. An 



analytical expression has been derived for Ai, for diatomic molecules : 

where AY$)' is the higer-order WKB correction to the rotational constant Be. 

The expression orf the non-adiabatic correction is given by : 

k non-adiabatic - pgj 
( 4 1  ) -- 

m~ 

Here. g~ is the rotational g-factor and m, is the mass of the proton. A method to 

calculatc in a closed form expression has not been derived. 

The 10, parameters are espected to be close to unity for a well-isolated elec- 

tronic state. Ir. the Tiemann et al. work, it IW found that the ( A ~ , ) ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

contributes approximately 20-30s of the total A:, term. Tlie ( A E , ) ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
~ a l u e  was predominantly characteristic of the atomic center and was independent 

of the nature of the bonding atom. The adiabatic correction $vas found, in general, 

to be much smaller the non-adiabatic corrections to Born-Oppenheimer break- 

down. It should be noted tliat a large value for any ~f~ could be the result of an 

accidentally small value of C\,* Since these terrns are fitted as a product U, - II;, 

there can be strong statistical correlations between these two terms. The meanings 

of the A: parameters are therefore not simple, and do not necessarily reflect the 

estent of Born-Oppenheimer breakdown. 

Tlie Dunham Y, or Uii coefficients are not al1 independent parameters. The 

LAY:) = (B;/4u2)(30 + 28ai + 21a: + 2la: - 18a2 - 46ala2 + 3 0 ~ )  (1871. 



potential constants (ai's) have the unique property that the values of Cii0's and 

U$s can used to calculate al1 the higher-order coefficients of the potential. A few 

examples are as follows : 

Generally the higher-order potential constants are very complicated functions of 

the Dunham coefficients. By inverting the series in eqn. (6.10): the higher-order 

Uij's j 2 2 c m  be algebraically expressed in terms of the lower order h ' s ,  O 5 

j 5 1. These constraints are important because without them, the Liil constants 

become arbitrary fitting parameters of a polynomial expansion mhich lacks physical 

meaning. Examples of a few relations are : 

Ogilvie [193,1941 derived a cornplete set of Uij relationships for O 5 i 5 5 and 

2 <_ j 5 12. These results are used in the mork reported here. 

hnother important use of a mode1 is the prediction of unobserved transitions. 

The inclusion of high-order Uol rotational terms are useful for predicting high-J 



transitions and the constrained relationships allow for fewer independent param- 

eters in a fit. However, the long-range behavior of the Dunham model is not 

adequate and the terms Uio and Uii cannot predict high v transitions beyond the 

range of the data. 

6.3 Pararneterized Potential Mode1 

A new method to treat spectroscopic data  has recently been dereloped because of 

the limitations of the Dunham model. Dunham's polynomial form of the potential 

has the unfortunate property that it diverges as R-t cm, for any finitc number of 

terms. The Diinham coefficients t hus reproduce the input dataset, but estrapolate 

poorly. The approach described here is to directly 6t the spectroscopic data to cal- 

culated eigenvalues of the radial Schrodinger equation. The choice of the potential 

mode1 can be flexible, and is chosen for a specific molecular system. An early ap- 

plication of this method was applied to the energy levels of the S 2 Z i  state of HgH 

by Kosman and Hinze [l%], t hey called t heir procedure the inverse perturbation 

analysis (IP.4). Further refinements of this technique were developed by Bunker 

and Moss (1961 and more recently by Coson [197-2011, and Dulick, Bernath and 

CO-workers [l7?-179,202]. 

The parameterized potential model is different frorri the semiclassical Dunham 

model or the numerical RKR (Rydberg-Klein-Rees) model because adjustments 

are made to the potential function rather than to the analytical expression a p  

prosimating the eigenvalues of the potential. This requires nurnerically solving the 

second order differential equation eqn. (6.9) to End the eigenvalues. The advantage 



of this technique is that it utilizes al1 the data from a spectrum in contrast to the 

RKR method which uses this data indirectly (i.e. from G, and Bv expansions). 

In addition, the pararneterized potential mode1 allows more flexibility since it can 

easily accommodate adiabatic and non-adiabatic (Born-Oppenheimer breakdown) 

corrections to the Schrodinger equation. It also avoids errors caused by the semiclas- 

sical approximation in the Dunham and RKR rnethods. Cumbersome higher-order 

corrections are no t required mhen the Schrodinger equation is solved directly. 

Direct numerical integration of the Schrodinger equation is a robust method if 

done correctly, so the calculation of molecular properties (extrapolation of unob- 

served energy levels) from the potential can give reliabie results. The potentials 

derived in this rnanner are in excellent agreement with fully quantum mechani- 

cal ab initio potentials [177,202]. The disadvantage of this technique, however. is 

that the fitting procedure is nonlinear and requires very good estirnates of the first 

fem potential parameters. Without these estimates, it is very difficult to achieve 

convergence in a fit. 

The radial Schrodinger equation appropriate for a diatomic molecule in a 

electronic state is given by : 

ivhere the effective internuclear potential is a modification of that used by Coson 

and Hajigeorgiou 1197-1991. It is comprised of a Born-Oppenheimer component 

and adiabatic and non-adiabatic terrns which take into account Born-Oppenheimer 

breakdown. Adiabatic corrections account the m a s  dependence introduced into the 



potential by neglecting the kinetic energy of the nuclei in an electronic state. In 

vibration-rotation spectroscopy this means the nuclear and electronic motions of an 

isolated electronic state are coupled. The effective internuclear potential becomes 

a sum of Born-Oppenheimer and non-Born-Oppenheimer terms : 

The choice of the Born-Oppenheimer component: which describes pure vibra- 

tional motion of the nuclei. is a Morse-type potential : 

i - exp [-,û(R)] u B 0 ( ~ )  = D( ( i - esp [-9(oo)l 

De is the dissociation energy of the rnolecule, which is a fked constant in the fitting 

procedure. The 4 (R)  term is the anharmonic or curvature function of the potential. 

which is given ty a polynomial espansion : 

where z mhich is one-tialf the Ogilvie-Tipping parameter [203]. 

The parameter r is used rather than AR = R - Re of Coxon et  al. because the 

long-range behavior of z is physically reasonable. As R -t O, AR + cro: while 



z -t 1, so that the potential will smoothly converge to the dissociation limit (De) 

of the rnolecule. This form also ensures that o(R)  rcrnains finite as R -t O and 

prevents numerical "blowup" of LIBo if P(R) becornes negative at large R. The 

denorninator of uB0: (1 - e ~ ~ [ - P ( o o ) ] ) ~  ensures that ue0 approaches De, i.e. the 

physically meaningful asyrnptotic behavior is maintained as z -t 1. 

The rernaining two terms in eqn. (6.23) are Born-Oppenheimer breakdown 

terms for the atomic centers A and B? accounting for adiabatic nuclear-electronic 

coupling effects and homogeneous (J-independent) non-adiabatic mking with dis- 

tant l I  states. These are given by series expansions : 

Finally, the J-dependent or heterogeneous non-adiabatic interactions mit h dis- 

tant II states are taken into account by the q(R) term in the radial Schrodinger 

equation : 

This term is important for high J transitions because as the rotational motion 

increaçes the angular momentum of the nuclei couples more strongly with the elec- 

trons, resulting in a non-zero electronic angular momenturn, thereby mising the 

ground ( lx+)  state with escited 'II states. 



6.4 Numerical Analysis 

The spectra are assigned by various methods (combination differences, Loomis- 

Wood diagrams) and the assignments are verified by fitting the data to an  appro- 

priate model for the system. Typically, the Dunham model is used in the first 

stage of the data analysis. Each isotopomer is fit individually to the conventional 

expression, eqn. (6.15), to  yield the Dunharn coefficients. When this procedure is 

completed for each isotopomer, the data are combined and fit to the rnass-reduced 

Dunharn expression. Since we are dealing with light mo!ecules: Born-Oppenheimer 

breakdown effects are significant and the data must be fit to Watson's corrected 

formula of eqn. (6.16). In the initial fitso al1 or U, are treated as independent 

parameters, and these are called "unconstrained" fits. Another set of fits are carried 

out using the relationships between the lower order UG's and the higlier order Uij$ 

as in eqn. (6.23). These are called "constrained" fits where a minimum number of 

parameters are adjusted since the higher order Uij7s are calculated analyt ically from 

the lomer order Kj's. In many cases, these fits give the same standard deviation 

mith fewer adjustable parameters. The data reduction for these fits were carried 

out using a weighted nonlinear least squares fitting program. 

The fitting of the parameterized potential model is also done with a weighted 

nonlinear least squares fitting program, written by M. Dulick. The Harnii tonian 

parameters are fit directly to the spectroscopic line positions with a program that 

uses the Cooley-Numerov [204,205] method to numerically integrate the second or- 

der differential equation. -4 practical procedure ou tlining t his met hodology is given 

in a paper by Blatt [206]. In brief, the method is as follows; the one-dimensional 



Schrodinger equation is written in the following manner : 

where, 

and p , U ( R )  , E,j and h have their usual meanings. The ivave function 1~.,j(R) 

also must have its usual properties, i-e. bounded, squareintegrable for R 2 0, and 

~ , J ( O )  = O .  The properties of an eigenwlue equation can be used to help simplify 

the problem. For example, & j ( R )  must have v nodes for the eigenvalue E,j and 

the energy E,j must be negative. Also, values of $J for R - O or R 2 5R, need 

not be considered since the wavefunction is exponentially srnall in these regions. 

The solution rnokes use of the classical turning point of the potential (U(R)  = EvJ)  

such that $"j (R)  is exponentially decreasing between between O < R < Ri" (inner 

turning point) and R > &,, (outer turning point) and can be oscillatory in the 

region between Ri, < R < &,,. 

The Numerov method reqiiires writing a Taylor series expansion of GVi,,(R + h )  

around a point r : 

where $2) iç the nth derivative of evaluated a t  r .  Erpanding the series, we 



obtain : 

Taking the second derivative of eqn. (6.36) and rnaking the appropriate substitution 

($J(~) = f (R)@(R))  one arrives a t  the basic formula of the Numerov method, 

h2 h2 2 p  
T ( r )  = - f ( r )  = j;2 [C(T) - EvJ].  12 

The integration is initiated with a trial e n e r g  and an a r b i t r a l  wavefunction. and 

performing the integration mhere the wavefunction is known to be esponentiallp 

small. Le. in the classically forbidden region of the wavefunction. If ,$(r - h)  and 

@ ( r )  are known, tlien. $(r  + h) can be found directly from eqn. (6.37), if the sixth 

derivative (d6)) is ignored. 

The procedure begins with an out.ward integration from "small" R = Rmin to a 

central point R = Ro and an inward int.egration from large R (R = R,,) to the 

same point. In practice Ro can be anywhere inside the classically allowed region of 

the potential so a convenient choice for & is the minimum of the potential ( R e ) .  

The wavefunction at  Rmi, (or R,,) is set to  the value StUJ(Rmin) = O and has a non- 

zero value k J (Rmin  + h) -  The necessary condition for the two integrations is that 

the values of the wavefunction from the inward and outward integrations must be 



equal a t  the matching point, i.e. the wavefunction must be smooth and continuous. 

If there iç a discontinuity, then the dopes at & are used to make corrections to 

the trial wavefunctions by adjusting the energy E,j. Iterative corrections are made 

to the energy and wavefunction until a convergence criteria is met at the rnatching 

point of the inward and outward integrations. 

Once an optimized wavefunction and energy is achieved for a set of initial poten- 

tial parameters. optimization of the potential is begun. This calculation is started 

with a trial set of parameters in the Hamiltonian : 

and nonlinear optirnization of the mode1 is carried out by minimizing the x2 merit 

function : 

nhere wi = is the weight of the observation (line position) with cri being 

the experimectal uncertainty of the observation, and u0bs uo,, are the observed 

and calculated line positions. Liinirnization of the x2 function is carried out  by 

calculating the partial derivatives with respect to each parameter : 

To minimize X2, the partial derivative of the calculated line position with respect 



to a parameter in the Hamiltonian must be evaluated : 

mhere, Eu(i), El@) are the upper and lower energy states for the transition v(i) = 

E,(i) - Ei(i) ,  and u and 1 are the appropriate quantum nurnbers for the energy 

levels. It is very difficuit to obtain these partial derivatives analytically, and it is 

expensive to obtain them numerically, so the generalized Hellman-Feynman [207] 

theorem is utilized : 

Since the Hamil tonian and the potential are modelled analyticall- t hese partial 

derivatives can be cornputed exactly. Now the procedure is repeated to optimize 

for a new wavefunction and then a better set of potential parameters. Tterations 

are continued until the potential parameters reproduce the dataset within the ex- 

perimental uncertainty. Tlius with a good choice of initial potential parameters, 

convergence can be achieved within a few iterations. 

-4s mentioned earlier, a good estimate of the first fem (Re ,  &Pi) potential 

parameters are required because of the nonlinearity of the fit. One can calculate 

initial estimates of f i ' s  using the relationship between the Dunharn ai's to the &'s of 

the rnodified Morse potential. This is carried out by taking the Born-Oppenheimer 

potential ( u B 0 ( ~ ) )  and converting it to the Dunham form by a series expansion 

of the UBo(R) about R = Re. Equating terms of the same power in (R - Re)', for 



the Dunham and UBo expansions one obtains [202] : 

for i = 0, and for i > O the expansion gives, 

The first few relations between the ai's and the Pi's are : 

a0 = OePD 
211 - exp (-,8(co))I2 

The values for the aiYs are determined from fits to the Dunharn expansion and using 

the relations in eqns. (6.20)-(6.22), then the A's are calculated from eqns. (6.46)- 

(6.48). 

When performing a potential fit, the parameters De, Re and a t  least one 

parameter is required (Do). The dissociation energy (De)  is usually fixed to the 

thermochemicai or spectroscopic value found in Huber and Herzberg 12081, while 

Re is calculated from the rotational constant, Be (Yol)' or set to the ab initio value, 

if available. It  has been found that the estimates provided from eqns. (6.46)-(6.48) 

are not good enough to perform a nonlinear fit, i.e. the trial values calculated for 

6 and BI are too far away from the true values to achieve convergence for a fit. 



The nonlinear least squares procedure is extremely sensitive to the value of A,  

since this term occurs in the exponential in UBo.  Empirically, it was found that 

multiplying the calculated value of by the factor 1.413 allowed the nonlinear 

least squares program to proceed mith a fit. It is best to perform the initial fit with 

the scaled fio parameter and with the rest of the Pi's set to zero. Once completed, 

should be readjusted to the newly determined value and SI can be set the 

the value calculated from eqns. (8.20)-(6.22); scaling of Oi is not required at this 

point. Then, one can proceed with subsequent fits b -  adding enough parameters 

to properly fit the data to the experimental uncertainty. One usually begins by 

fitting each isotope individually- Once this is complete. data from al1 isotopomers 

can be combined together and a global fit is carried out to determine the Born- 

Oppenheimer breakdown terrns of eqns. (6.30) -(6.32).  



Chapter 7 

Results and Discussion 

There is considerable interest in the infrared spectra of light metal-containing di- 

atomic molecules, both esperimentally and theoretically. They can be found in 

astrophysical sources and the- are ideal to study the breakdown of the Born- 

Oppenheimer approximation. The simple-mass scaling of Dunham or diatomic 

band spectroscopic constants fails to accurately predict the energy ievels of iso- 

topic species. This is especially true for hydride molecules 1197-1991 mhere Born- 

Oppenheimer breakdown becomes more noticeable with high precision data (such as 

that obtained with a FT spectrometer) and also with higher energy levels obtained 

from high temperature studies. 

7.1 InF 

The first spectroscopic analysis of InF was carried out in the 1950's in the re- 

search group of Barrow at Oxford University. They were looking a t  low resolution 



absorption and emission spectra of indium and gallium monofluorides in the UV, 

where they identified the A3&-X1C+, the B3nl-XL C+ and the cl II-XLC+ sys- 

tems [209,210]. These assignments were confirmed by rotational analysis of the 

-4-X and B-X systems by Barrow and CO-workers [211] and for the C-X systern by 

Nampoori et al. [212]. 

Recently, the majority of investigations have been in the microwave and infrared 

regions of the spectrum. Lovas and Torring [213] analyzed the hyperfine structure 

(hfs) of the u = O and 1 vibrational levels of '151nF for the 3 = 2 c 1 and 

J = 3 t 2 pure rotational transitions. The subsequent studies by Hoeft et al. [214] 

estended the hfs analysis by recording J = 1 t O, J = 17 t 16: 3 = 18 t 17? and 

J = 19 t 18 transitions for u=0-3 levels of 115fnF, and J = 1 t 1: J = 17 t 16, 

and J = 18 t 17 for v = O of lL31nF. Radiofrequency molecular beam resonance 

esperiments by Harnmerle et al. [213] lead to a further refinement of the quadrupole 

hfs constants for the lower v, J levels as  well as establishing an upper limit for the 

hexadecapole hfs cons tant. 

Hensel and Gerrv (2161 have recently remeasured the rotational: spin-rotational 

and nuclear quadrupole coupling constants for l lSInF, along mith %Br and 

"'InCl, using a laser-ablat ion FT microwave (FTMLV) spectrometer. The only 

measurable transition in the frequency range of their FTbIW spectrorneter ivas the 

J = 1 t O transition of v = O and v = 1 of '151nF. For this reason, they were unable 

to determine the Bo rotational constant without fixing Do to the value reported 

in Our work. Their rotational constants for InF are not as accurate as those re- 

ported in the literature [213,214,21'?]. The hyperfine coupling constants measured 



for the indium halides were used to discuss the electronic stucture in this series of 

molecules. The bonding in these moleclues could be entirely described in terms of 

5s and 5 p  orbitals on In, and ns, np (n=3,4,5) on the halogens. 

In the infrared region, Uehara et al. [218] were the first to record a low resolution 

(0.1 cm-') FT emission spectrum of LL51nF. Band heads up to u = 6 were observed 

but rotational structure LW only well-resolved for P-branch transit ions. This 

work was then superseded by high resolution diode laser measurements of Ozaki et 

al. [219] that sparsely covered rotational transitions from u = 0-9 for " ' I~F and o 

= 0-4 for lI3InF. Because of the lack of tunability of diode lasers, they obtained 

only sparse coverage of rotational lines. In this nork ive report a high resolution 

analysis of the infrared emission spectrum of LLSInF and lL31nF. The continuous 

ivavenurnber coverage of the FT spectrurn has enabled us to fil1 in man. of the 

gaps in the tables of the rneasured line positions giwn in ref. [219]. In addition, 

ive also report revised values of Dunham Kj's and isotopicall~ invariant Dunham 

u* j ' ~ -  Fits to the parameterized potential mode1 were also carried out.  The lines 

measured from in tliis work nTas combined mith the previously measured microwave 

rotational lines [213] in al1 the fits. 

7.1.1 InF Experiment 

The gas-phase spectrum of InF was accidently recorded in an experiment designed 

to generate Bas. In this experiment, approximately 10 g of Ba metal was placed 

in a 1.2 meter mullite (3A1203-2Si02) tube. The metal ivas gradually heated to 

a temperature of 1200 OC using a commercial CM Rapid Temp furnace controlled 



by a Honeywell universal temperature controller (Fig. 7.1). At a temperature of 

heaters 
A tube 

Figure 7.1: -4 schematic of the furnace used in the InF experirnent. 

-400 O C ,  approximately 10 torr of Ar gas i.as introduced into the mullite tube to 

prevent deposition of any solid material onto the windows (ICRS-5) of the tube. 

At -1200 OC, a slow continuous ffow of SF6 gas \vas introduced through a needle 

valie into the tube. The pumping speed m s  adjusted in such a way as to keep the 

total pressure inside the tube below 10 torr. The rovibrational emission spectrum 

of Bas was expected to be observed a t  a frequency of 380 cm-' [220]. Although 

the emission spectrum of Bas was not present, a feature centered a t  535 cm-' 

was observed. Indium metal was present as an impurity in the mullite tube from 

a previous eaperiment [178]. The srnall amount of In impurity had reacted with 

SF6 to produce gas-phase InF. Thus, the high resolution emission spectrum was 

recorded in the 360-760 cm-' wavenumber range with the Bruker IFS 120 HR 

spectrometer over a temperature range of 1200-1300 O C  (Fig. 7.2). The spectra 



were recorded by coadding 20 individual scans a t  a resolution of 0.006 cm-L with a 

liquid helium cooled Si:B detector and a 3.5 prn mylar beamsplitter. -4 portion of 

the spectrum in the vicinity of the 1-0 R branch band-head is displayed in Fig. 7.3. 

The measured InF rotational lines were calibrated with respect to HF emission 

lines which are also present in the spectrum [180,181]. Intense and unblended InF 

iines with a signal-to-noise ratio of 4 5  were measured to a precision of I0.0001 

cm-'. Typically. however: weak and blended lines which constituted the vast ma- 

jority of lines in the data set were measured with a masimurn precision of 10.0008 

cm-'. 

Wavenumbed cm" 

F i y r e  7.2: The overviem of the infrared thermal emission spectrum of InF. 



Figure 7.3: -4 portion of InF emission spectrum, the lines of the R-branch band 
head in the 1-0 band of "%IF' are labelled. 

7.2 CuH and CuD 

Interest in the transition metal hydrides arises partly b ecause of their importance 

in heterogeneous catalysis [221] and their presence in interstellar enviroments. The 

ALE+-XIC+ transition of CuH h a  been observed in sunspot spectra [222] and ten- 

tatively identified in the spectrum of the star 19 Piscium [223]. The first laboratory 

study of CuH was carried out in 1923 [224]. The visible and vacuum UV spectra of 



CuH and CuD have been studied by extensively by maay investigators. The most 

comprehensive work has been carried out by Ringstrom, who observed five excited 

electronic states il%+, bAZt B3no+, Cl, cl in the 3440-3780 [225] region and 

the EIC+-XLC+ transition in the 2744-2270 A region [226]. Grundstrom (2271 

analyzed the DIC+-XIC+ transition in the 2260-2228 A region and more recently 

Brown and Ginter recorded absorption spectra from 2330-2890 .i. Along with the 

reanaiysis of the E-S and D-S  systems, they found four nem transitions FI'- 

S'P. GO'-X1P, Hlk-SIC+ and Il*-XLC+. These states are labelled using 

Hund's case (c) notation. hl1 of the excited states exhibited perturbations and the 

H and 1 states also showed signs of predissociation. Recently, molecular emission 

of the AlCf -SIC+ band system of CuH has been obseived in the laser evaporation 

of copper to form aerosols in a static gas ce11 (2281. The visible spectra of CuD have 

not been as extensively studied as CuH, however, the ALEf -SIC+ system was 

recorded by Heimer [229] . Jeppesen [230], Ringstrom [225] and most recently by 

FT emission spectroscopy in a hollow cathode discharge by Fernando et al. [231]. 

In the infrared, the vibration-rotation spectrum of the ground state of CuH was 

accidentally observed. A copper hollow cathode lamp was used in an experiment 

with a continuous flow of Ne and Hz gases to record the spectrurn of NeHC [232]. 

Copper atoins were sputtered off the cathode material and in the presence of H2, 

the CuH rnolecule was formed [233]. The 1-0, 2-1 and the 2-0 overtone band 

of both isotopes (63C~H.65C~H)  were recorded with a FT spectrometer at 0.05 

cm-' resolution in the 1800-5000 cm-L region. Ram et al. [233] attempted to 

record CuD under the same conditions but were unsuccessful. The pure rotational 



spectra of 63*65C~H [234,235] and 63*65C~D [235] have been measured by tunable 

far-infrared spectroscopy (TuFIR). For these measurements, the Evenson group at  

NET, Boulder, were able to generate both CuH/D molecules in a hollow cathode 

discharge. The pure rotational transitions were probed by mixing mid-infrared 

radiation from two CO2 lasers (vl and u2) and a micronrave source (v,). The 

FIR radiation (vFIR = I  VI - 4 1 &uP) was passed through the ce11 and rotational 

transitions of XIC+  (u = O)  were recorded from of J = 1 t O to J = 10 c 9 for 

63-6%H and J = 2 + 1 to J = 19 + 18 for 6 3 v 6 % ~ .  These lines were included in 

the fits of the infrared measurements reported here. 

7.3 AgH and AgD 

There lias been relatively iittle spectroscopic work done on the four isotopic forms of 

silver hydride. ;\part from classical UV work on AgH in 1931 [236], there have been 

two infrared diode laser experirnents. The Jones group measured 21 rovibrational 

transitions of the 1-0, 2-1, 3-2 bands [237] for 107-LogAgH and 33 transitions for the 

same bands in 107*109 . A gD [238]. 

Theoretical studies, however, have been numerous. In heavy molecules relativis- 

tic effects are important for a quantitative calculation of rnoiecular propert ies. For 

example, relativistic and non-relativistic calculations of the vibrational frequency 

differ by over 100 cm-'. The best relativistic calculation to date has been done 

by Ziegler et al. (2391, mhere tliey calculated a vibrational frequency of W. = 1709 

cm-' and an equilibrium bond length of Re = 1.61 A. In contrast, their nonrela- 

tivistic calculation gave w, = 1605 cm-' and Re = 1.71 .k. These values should be 



compared to the experimental values of Tables (7.9) and (7.11). 

The most comprehensive study on .4uH/D is the absorption spectra recorded by 

Ringstrom [NO, 2411 in the 2200-3000 A& region. There mere five excited electronic 

states identified in this rvork, four of which display Hund's case (c) coupling. These 

states were found to have large equiiibrium internuclear distances and small disso- 

ciation energies along mith many perturbations. The only high resolution infrared 

spectroscopic study on AuH and AuD was performed by Lee et al. using a Fourier 

transform spectrometer [242]. The measured lines of Lee et al. are iised in the 

parameterized potential fits for cornparison with the other coinage rnetal hydrides. 

hlthough rarely studied esperimentally, there have been numerous theoretical 

studies of .4uH and AuD. This is because the gold atome a heavy atom like silwr, 

provides a good example to illustrate the influence of relativistic effects on atomic 

and molecular properties [243,244]. Nonrela t ivistic calcula t ions usually give incor- 

rect results, for example, on the location of the first twvo excited states. 2 P  and 

2D, of AU. Nonrelativistic calculations (2451 predict that these states have the 

rvrong energy order while relativistic calculations agree ive11 with the experimental 

results [246]. Calculations have been carried out on the S L C +  ground state of AuH 

in order to study the effect of relativity on the bond length [24?], the energy order 

of low-Iying electronic states [248], the ionization energy [249] and the dipole [230] 

and quadrupole moments [231]. 



7.5 Spectroscopy of the Coinage Metal Hydrides 

The infrared emission spectra of the coinage metal hydrides was recorded with 

the Bruker IFS 120 HR Fourier transform spectrometer. In these experiments 

a very hi& temperature (VHT) carbon-tube furnace was employed to melt the 

coinage metals. The commercial furnace used in the InF experiment has a maximum 

temperature of 1600°C and could not therefore be used to vaporize the coinage 

metals. Xlso, the tube materials, mullite or alumina (A1203), soften and can be 

very reactive above 1600°C. The VHT furnace, sometimes called a King funace, is 

0.5 rn in length and the central section of the tube has a 40 mm inner diameter. 

The tube windows are 1" (23.4 mm) in diameter with a tube bore on the outer 

section of l S  mm. The furnace is heated by an analog (Astra Industries) SCR 

power supply, and temperature control of the furnace is maintained by manually 

adjusting the current fed to the heating elements. The temperature inside the 

furnace is measured mith an optical pyrometer by sighting on the thermal emission 

d o m  the center of the tube. This method is imprecise at  these temperatures. An 

accurate temperature measurement would require a clear view of the furnace wall 

and this is not possible with the present experimental arrangement. The windows 

and the outer jacket of the furnace are cooled by a flow of cooling water from a 

liquidlliquid heat exchanger and recirculator. 

In the Cu experiments, a small piece of Cu rod (-- 5 g) was placed in a carbon 

boat inside the VHT furnace. The furnace was rapidly heated to -1500 O C  and 

a Aow H2 or DÎ gas was continously maintained through the tube. For the CuH 

experiment, the total pressure inside the tube was approsimately 120 torr and the 



spectrum was recorded by coadding 10 scans at 0.02 cm-' resolution. The instru- 

mental parameters for the spectrometer were: a CaF2 beamsplitter (BS), Iiquid 

N2 cooled HgCdTe (MCT) detector and, KRS-5 (T12BrI) windows on the external 

emission port of the spectrometer. The spectrum was recorded at a temperature 

exceeding 1700 "C  in the 1300-2100 cm-' wavenumber range. The conditions for 

al1 of the esperiments are summarized in Table 7.1. 

The silver esperiments were carried out by placing a fcw grams of Ag ingot in a 

carbon boat inside the furnace. For the experiments with gold. a single troy ounce 

of 99.9% purity gold \vas purchased locally from the Canadian Imperia1 Bank of 

Commerce (Johnson&Matthey). The CuH and CuD experiments were performed 

on different days (as were the AgH and AgD measurements) while the XuH and AuD 

esperirnents were performed on the same day. In this experiment 0.3 troy ounce 

of Au was placed inside the VHT furnace and melted, first under an atmosphere 

of D2 gas to record the AuD spectrum, and subsequently with H2 gas to record 

the spectrum of AuH. Sample spectra of al1 these species are stiown in figs. 7.4- 

7.8. The rotational constants for the coinage metal hydrides (2 3.2 cm-') are 

fairly large so that each rotational line is well isolated (line spacing - 2B near the 

origin). The signal-to-noise ratio for the CuH and CuD \vas approsimately 40:l for 

the best lines giving a rneasurement precision of f 0.0002 cm-' for most lines. The 

signal-to-noise ratio for AgH and AgD is much poorer, approximately 10:1 giving a 

measurement precision of f 0.0005 cm-' for the best lines and f 0.001 cm-' for the 

weaker lines. Both the AuD and .4gH emission spectra are overlaped with strong 

absorption lines of H20 ,  Ieading to blending of some rotational lines but the H20 



Table 7.1: The instrumental and experimental conditions for the coinage met al 
hydrides. 

63*65C~H 6 3 * 6 5 ~ ~ ~  107~109 A ~ H  1UiJ09AgD lS7AuH L g ï A ~ D  
Reactants Cu + H:! Cu + Dz Ag + H2 Ag + D2 .lu + H2 AU + D2 

Region (cm-') 1300-2100 1000-1500 1200-1900 1000-1400 1600-2500 1100-1700 

Beamsplit ter CaF2 KBr KBr KBr C S 2  ICB r 

Detector MCT MCT MCT MCT h S b  MCT 

Temp (OC) > 1700 > 1700 >1600 > 1600 > 1700 >1700 

Pressure (torr) - 120 -200 -150 -250 -170 -200 

Resolution (cm-') 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

absorption gives an absolute calibration of the spectrum. The AgD spectrurn did 

not overlap with any other spectral feature while AuH was overlapped mith strong 

CO2 emission lines. 

7.6 InF Results 

The tmo types of Dunham fits were carried out for InF in the initial analysis. The 

results are shown in tables 7.3 and 7.6. The rotational line positions were measured 

using a cornputer program ' which fits the recorded line to a Voigt lineshape func- 

tion. A total of 2840 lines were measured with 2664 lines from the major isotopomer 

lLSInF (95 %) and 179 from the minor isotopomer '131nF (5 %). The lines of '151nF 

were observed in both the P and R-branches of the 1-0 through 12-11 bands while 

spectral congestion limited the observation of l131nF lines to only the R-branches 

of the 1-0 and 2-1 bands. For this reason P-branch lines from the diode laser 

LPC-DECOh4P-developed by Jirn Brault of Kitt Peak Obsenatory, Arizona. 



1575.0 1600.0 1625.0 1650.0 1675.0 1700.0 1725.0 
Wavenumber / (cm-') 

Figure 7.4: The spectrurn of CuH in the P-branch region. The absorption lines are 
due to H20 present as an impurity the furnace. 
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Figure 7.5: The spectrum of CuH showing the isotopic shift between 6 3 C ~ H  and 
V U H .  
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Figure 7.6: A portion of the P-branch spectrum of AgH. Strong absorption lines 
are due to H20.  



1584.0 1590.0 
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Figure 7.7: The spectrum of AgH showing the small isotopic shift between 10'.4gH 
and 'Og.AgH. 



1-0 band 

1500 1530 

Wavenumbed cm-' 

Figure 7.8: A portion of the AuD spectrum. The SNR is veq- low (5:1 for the best 
lines) in this spectrum compared to the H 2 0  absorption lines. 



measurements of Ozaki et  al. [219] were included in the fits to prevent distortions 

to the l131nF constants by exclusively fitting R-branch transitions. A total of 52 

P-branch and 34 R-branch lines were included from ref. [219]. It was found that 

there was no systernatic shifts between Iines common to Our data set and that  of 

Ozaki et al.. .4 total of 2937 transition were used in the fits, the complete list of 

these line positions is @en in Appendk B. 

Since there is only one isotope of F m y  rneasured Born-Oppenheimer 

breakdown corne from the In center. The m a s  reduced Dunham fits on InF showed 

that there were no determinable Born-Oppenheimer breakdown terms. However, in 

the rnass-reduced fits for the InH and InD [178] isotopomers, the A& = - 1 XO(64i) 

and il: = 35.08(625) parameters were determined. These terms are not well de- 

termined, as would be espected for a heavy center. The magnitude of il:",nd 

A& are actually quite large. whicli could result from significant stat istical correla- 

tion between the ~ f l ' s  and the 0,:s parameters. This is further confirmed by the 

fact that the parameterized potential fits of InK/D showed no Born-Oppenheimer 

breakdown for the In center. That is, al1 brealidown effects for the InH/D iso- 

topomers were caused by the H center. 

The results of the parameterized potential fits are shown in Table 1.4. In this 

fit the value of De was take from Huber and Herzberg [208] and the atomic masses 

were obtained from ref. [165]. Numerical integration of the Schrodinger equation 

was performed over the range, 1.0 .k< R 5 3.5 ;f, with a grid spacing of 0.0025 

.I\. These fits also show no Born-Oppenheimer breakdown effects consistent with 

the mas-reduced fits. The superiority of parameterized potential mode1 compared 



Table 7.2: Isotopically dependent Dunham constants for InF (cm-'). 

Constant lS I ~ F  l ' q n ~  

&O 535.36334(12) 536.03489(56) 
&O -2.672556(37) -2.67874(24) 

10%~ 8.4726(41) 8.324(32) 
lo5 -1.741(15) 

G1 0.262323787(32) 0.26298299(12) 
lo5 & I  -1.879630(18) -1.88693(16) 
106 4.9364(37) 5.044(18) 
log  KI 1.67(16) 
10' yo2 -2.51851(19) -2.5291(22) 

loL1 Yi2 6.01(20) 7.8(21) 
1012 K2 8.53(14) 
l0l3 b3 -1.1152(78) -1.19(28) 
1ot6 Y i 3  9.60(71) 

x2 1 0.8663 0.6532 
Transitions : 2680 257 
Adjustable Parameters : 13 9 



Table 7.3: Isotopically invariant Dunharn constants for InF (cm-'). 

Constant unconstrained constrained 

Ulo 2161.62571(46) 2161.62542(44) 
u20 -43.57016(58) -43.56999(26) 
h o  0.55766(26) 0.53769(26) 

lo3 ho -4.621(40) -4.641 (40) 
uo I 4.27662818(32) 4.27662969(18) 
hl -0.12372949(84) -0.12373059(57) 

lo3 o>~ 1.3 1209 (90) 1.31054(60) 
106  JI 1.78(16) 2.39(16) 
lo5 cio2 -6 -69386 (48) -6.69582 
los U12 6. 46 (1 7) 6.95459 
los G2 3.689(53) 3.80105 

1oLo U32 -6.96141 
101° UO3 -4.528(33) -4.58408 
10" U13 1.68(11) 1.37535 
10L4 1.48589 
1oL"04 -1. 10195 
1oL6 U;q  6.33334 
l0l7 ~4, 2.32341 
10 '' Lio5 -2.28845 
IO*' Ulj 6.99242 
1 0 ~ ~  Uo6 -4. 76553 
1 0 ~ ~  Lil6 8.00680 
1 0 ~ ~  Uo7 -1.23521 
1 0 ~ ~  UOg -2.05250 
x2 : 0.8514 0.5587 
Transitions : 2937 
Adjustable Parameters : 13 8 



Table 7.4: Born-Oppenheimer potential parameters for InF. 

De (cm-') 

R, (-4) 
Po 
Bi 

*O2 

I 3  

(lL51n) 
hla4 (l131n) 
Me ('Y) 
x2 : 
Transitions : 
Adjust able Parameters : 

to the Dunhâm potential form for the long range behaviour is shown in Fig. 7.9. 

The Dunham potential parameten, given in Table 7.5 and are calculated using 

eqns. (6.46)-(6.48). Good agreement between the two potential forms (i.e 1 uB0 - 
gDUn 15 0.006 cm-') occun in the region of 1.87 A 5 R 5 2.12 -4. The range 

of the data set for the major isotopomer (v = 12) corresponds to 1.73 .$ 5 R 5 

2.38 -%. Significant divergence ( 1  UBo- ÜDun 1 2 1 cm-') begins a t  R = 2.24 -4, and 

b e o n d  this point the Duriham form diverges completely away from the dissociation 

limit of the rnolecule. 



Dunbam Potential 

Figure 7.9: The cornparison of Dunham and Born-Oppenheimer potential of InF. 



Table 7.5: Calculaied Dunham potential constants derived from the ,O parameters 
listed in Table 7.4. 

7.7 Coinage Metals Results 

The Born-Oppenheimer separation of nuclear and electronic motion is based on 

the large ratio nuclear to electron m a s .  Since hydrogen and deuterium have the 

lightest nuclei. molecules containing t hese atoms will show the largest deviations 

from Born-Oppenheimer behavior. Thus, the presense of nearby electronic states 

and the coupling of nuclear and electronic motion have important contributions in 

the simultaneous analysis of many isotopomers. Copper has two naturally occur- 

ring isotopes, 6 3 C ~  (69.17%), 6 5 C ~  (30.83%) as does silver, '07Ag (51.839%), log.4g 

(48.161%), while gold has one major isotope, L " 7 A ~ .  The fits to the mass-reduced 

Dunham and parameterized potential both show that Born-Oppenheimer break- 

down is much more prevalent on the hydrogen center than on the heavy metal 

center. The Dunham fits for each isotopomer of CuH are shown in Table 7.6. Each 



one of these fits reproduced the data to better then the experimental uncertainty 

(0.0005 cm-'), but a large number of parametes were required. We can calculate 

the simple Born-Oppenheimer relationship between the rotational constants of two 

isotopes : 

y,i, - pk --- (7.1) Yo: pi' 

where the i and k labels denote two different isotopes. Using the constants from 

Table 7.6, the calculated value for Gl (%uH), using the esperimentally derived 

value of (63CuH), is 7.940964 cmvL, while the observed value for Io1 (%uH) = 

7.941007 cm-'. The difference between the observed-calcuiated value is 4.4 x IO-" 

mhich is approximately a factor of 10 gea te r  then the uncertainty in the 

&l (65C~H)  constant. Thus, Born-Oppenheimer breakdown is significant in the 

CuH molecule where a similar calculation for hl of '151nF and '131nF gives a 

difference of 7.2 x cm-', which is well within the uncertainty of (lI3InF) 

(10 = 1.2 x 10-~). The unconstrained and constrained mas-reduced Dunharn fits 

required only 26 and 18 adjustable parameters, respectively, for the 451 transitions. 

while the individual fits required a total of 58 parameters. Since each isotopomer is 

fit independently, no conclusions about the extent of Born-Oppenheimer breakdown 

can be made from these fits. 

The data can also be represented compactly with the pararneterized potential 

model. In this case 18 parameters were varied (cornpared with 58), with a slightly 

better standard deviation for the parameterized potential fit ( ~ ~ , , = 1 . 0 4 1 )  compared 

to the constrained mas-independent Dunham fit (~&1.294).  In these fits, the 

extent of Born-Oppenheimer breakdown is greater on the hgdride atomic center 



than on the copper center. The two parameters Aar and Ale were not as well 

determined for the Cu center as they were for the H center in the Dunham U fits 

due in part to the large mass difference between the Cu and H atoms. The potential 

fits also show the same phenornenon, only 4 Born-Oppenheimer breakdown (2ui1s, 

2qi%) pararneters are determined for the Cu center while 9 are required for the H 

center (574's, 4qi1s). The lighter mass of the H atom results in a larger kinetic 

energy of vibration thus, adiabatic coupling between nuclear and electronic motion 

is stronger at the H center. Also, heterogeneous non-adiabatic mixing of states 

is evident from the number of qi7s required in the fit. 

The constrained Dunham fits do not represent the data as ive11 as the param- 

eterized model fits. For exarnple, compare the x2 values (see Table 7.13) of the 

constrained and potential fits. This is different than in the cases of InH/D (1781, 

hlH/D [177] and GaH/D [179] where the constrained fits worked slightly better 

than the potential fits. This problem arises because the constraining relationships 

are only valid for isolated electronic states. In Table 7.15 it can be seen that there 

are low-lying electronic states of the proper symmetry that can interact with the 

ground state. The parameterized potential model accounts for such interactions 

through the ui ( 'C)  and qi ('C,' JI) parameters. Thus for equal number of ad- 

justable parameters, the parameterized potential mode1 works rnuch better than 

the "constrained" Dunham fits in the coinage metal hydrides. If more AG's are 

added, this would allow the Uij7s to be different from the constrained values for 

each isotope, which would reduce the x2 of the fit. This will basically undo the 

constrained relationships but will increase the number adjustable parameters in the 



fit. Adding one more LIij for the metal center in the AgH/D fits reduced the x2 of 

the fit by -10%. A systematic set of fits to explore this phenomena was not carried 

out. 

The parameters of the potential function can be used to calculate the approxi- 

mate values of the Aar parameter of the Dunham model. This was first described 

in the work of Coxon et al. [197,201], 

where U, is given by eqn. (6.30) and kB* is the harmonic force constant' which can 

be calculated from the second derivative of the Born-Oppenheimer potential, 

Substituting eqn. (6.30) into eqn. (7.2) and eqn. (6.26) into eqn. (7.3) ive get the 

Shese A& values were calculated for the coinage metals (Table 7.16) and compared 

with the experimental values. Using the parameter values from Table 7.8 giws A:: 

= -1.926 and At, = -0.6355. These values are in fairly good agreement with the 

Aol parameters listed in Table 7.7. This is because eqn. (7.4) was used a t  a point 

where non-adiabatic corrections to the potential are small, i.e. near the potential 

minimum. This point was shown by Coxon et al. [197] where they proved that the 



non-adiabatic corrections to the potential a t  the minimum are exactly zero (Le. 

q ( ~ C o )  = O). The values calculated for the rest of coinage metal hydrides are in 

fairly good agreement with the experimental values. The calculated A e  value is 

in much better agreement than with the case for GaH. The A ~ ~ ( c a l c )  value was 

found to be a factor of 6 larger then the observed value of ilg [179]. The large 

discrepancy for GaH was due largely to statistical correlations of Uij's to Re. 

Finally the Born-Oppenhiemer potentials of the coinage metals are shown in 

Fig. 7.10. The stiapes of the potentials are sirnilar in appearance because the 

potential energy curves were scaled by the dissociation energy of the molecule. The 

minima of the potentials (R,) show an interesting trend. It increases from CuH to 

AgH, as would be esperted when going down a group in the periodic table, but the 

R, for AuH is smaller than -4gH and approaches the Re of CuH. The reason for 

this is that the 6th period transition elements follow the lanthanide series, and have 

filled the 4J orbitals. The filling of 4f orbitals causes a decrease in atomic radius 

which is called the lanthanide contraction. The f orbitals have low probabilities 

near the nucleus and therefore do not sliield the nucleus as well as s or p orbitals. 

The valence electron "sees" a larger effective nuclear charge thereby reducing the 

atomic radius and the internuclear distance of the diatomic molecule. 

7.8 Summary 

The Fourier transforrn emission technique has been used to record the spectra of 

liigh temperature molecules. It has proven to  be an effective technique for the mea- 

surements of the infrared vibration-rotation spectra of the coinage rnetal hydrides. 



The analysis of high quality data from multiple isotopomers \vas carried out using 

conventional models rvhich are compared to the newer rnethod of directly solving 

the one-dimensional Sclirodinger equation. The presence of low-Iying electronic 

states in the coinage metal hydrides causes non-adiabatic coupling of the ground 

state with the first excited states. The potential model has been shown to be supe- 

rior in representing the dataset due to its ability to handle these Born-Oppenheimer 

breakdomn effects. The Dunham "constrained" model with the inclusion of the Aij 

parameters, derived for isolated electronic states, cannot adequately describe the 

Born-Oppenheimer breakdomn in these coinage metal hydrides. 



Figure 7.10: The cornparison of Born-Oppenheimer potentials of the coniage metal 
hydrides (CUI?: AgH, AuD). 



Table 7.6: Isotopically dependent Dunham constants for CuH and CuD (cm-'). 

Constant 6 3 C ~ H  6 5 C ~ H  



Table 7.7: Isotopically invariant Dunham constants for CuH and CuD (cm-'). 
Constant Unconstrained Const rained 

U 1934.65023(392) 1934.69815(263) 



Table 7.8: Born-Oppenheimer potential parameters for CuH and CuD. 

hlA ( 6 3 C ~ )  
M B  ('H) 
hIB (2H) 
X2 : 

Transit ions : 
Adjustable Paramet ers : 18 



Table 7.9: Isotopically dependent Dunharn constants for AgH and 
Constant '13' A ~ H  09 A ~ H  

Yio 1759.74718(137) 1759.59636(165) 
Y20 -33.978980(890) 

1 o3 Y 3 ~  -5-483(168) 
Yol 6.4500078(201) 
YL1 -0.202115(167) 

104Y21 6.885(108) 
104Y3L - 1 .0504(206) 
1 O4YO2 -3.46206(106) 
106Y i 2  4.2406(418) 
107Y22 -2.493(230) 
108Y32 -3.249 (493) 
1o8yo3 1 .0038(171) 

10LoY 13 -5.52 l(345) 
10'"Y23 - 

x2 1 0.7488 
Transitions : 112 
Adjustable Parameters : 13 

'O7 -4gD 
Y 1250.89686(159) 
Yzo -1 7.220706(9%) 

1 0 " ~ ~  6.489(162) 
Yal 3.2378956(158) 

102Yll -7.26204(143) 
~ o ~ Y ~ ~  2.0291 (835) 
Z O ' Y ~ ~  -2.375(148) 
1o5YO2 -8.83449 (481) 
lo7yI2 9.439(284) 
107Y22 -1.12(143) 
1 08Y32 1.068(258) 
1o9YO3 1.2294(453) 

10 loYl3 -1.090(141) 
X2 : 0.6470 
Transitions : 79 
-4djustable Parameters : 13 

AgD (cm-'). 



Table 7.10: Isotopically invariant Dunham constants for AgH and - AgD (cm-'). - 
Constant Unconstrained Constrained 

1759.17978(84) 1759.26565(334) 

Transitions : 369 
,4diustabIe Parameters : 21 14 



Table 7.11: Born-Oppenheimer potential parameters for AgH and AgD. 

De (cm-') 19278.0 
~e 1.61780074(170) 
90 4.99216653(629) 
al 5.343143(164) 
3 2  10.17092(128) 
b'3 17.6335(143) 
,& 35.292(114) 
05 34.834(781) 
u: -10. IO7(lgl) 

u2 -2.451(423) 

4 13. 729(372) 
9P O 
(12" 1.3669(421) x IO-" 
8 -1.8618(902) x 10-~ 

(loïAg) 106.905092 
MA ('09Ag) 108.904756 
M B  ('H) 1 -007825035 
L I B  (2H) 2.014101779 
X2 : 1.030 
Transitions : 369 
-Adj ustable Parameters : 12 



Table 7.12: Isotopically dependent Dunham constants for AuH and XuD (cm-[). 
Constant lg7 AuH 197A~D 

Ylo 2305.53156(404) 1635.25297(67) 
Y2, -43.389894(148) -21.820758(331) 
Yol 7.24137326(998) 3.64224729(636) 

103Y3* - - 1.4677(542) 
1o2Yi1 -21.321141 (739) -7.62695(279) 
104Y21 30.33(257) 1.2536(116) 
~ o ~ Y ~ ~  - -1.9573(161) 
lo5YO2 -28.57212(412) -7.23927(165) 
107Y12 23.334(289) 4.3383(471) 
108Y22 -34.617(861) -3.7251 (649) 

1o1OYO3 4.7718(486) 7.360(134) 
101LY13 -42.22(227) - 1.882 (324) 

x2 : 0.7806 1.030 
Transitions : 69 142 
Adjustable Parameters : 10 12 



Table 7.13: Isotopically invariant Dunham constants for .4uH and AuD (cm-l). 

Constant Unconstrained Cons trained 
Ulo 2309.31423(105) 2309.31476(206 

Po -0.562082(717) 
A& -1.5181(115) 
A O", -0.21417(679) 

APL -1.1715(566) 
A& 1. 703(356) 
A F2 -112.1(124) 

x2 : 1.3112 
Transitions : 
Adjustable Parameters : 18 



Table 7.14: Born-Oppenheimer potential parameters for AuH and AuD. 

M, (IH) 
hlB (2H) 
X 2  : 

Transitions : 
Adjustable Paramet ers : 



Table 7.15: Comparison of "constrained" Dunham fits and parameterized potential 
fits. Positions of the lowest lying electronic states are taken from [208]. 

2 içI State MH (cm-') MD (cm-') De (cm-') &, XPor 

Table 7.16: Comparison of A&. 

bIo!ecule A& (calc) A; (obs) 
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Appendix A 

Line Positions of CaNH2 

Table Al: Observed line positions of the C 2 ~ l - 2 2 ~ 1  Tran- 
sition of CaNH2. The observed - calculated are in column 
labelled A multiplied by 10-~. 

J" O bserved A J" O bserved A 

KO=OtK:=0 
Pl Branch R1 Branch 

P:! Branch R2 Branch 



Table A.1: Observed Line positions of the C 2 ~ 1 - x 2 ~ l  Tran- 
sition of CaNH2. The observed - calcuiated are in column 
labeIled A multiplied by IO-'. 

Pt1 Branch 

P:, Branch 

$ i l  Branch 
17375.10168 45 
17375.08201 -257 
17375.10735 424 
17375.12531 -513 
17375.16460 -369 
17375.59407 74 
17376.16848 -139 

PZ, Branch 
1.5 17373.30921 1302 
2.5 17372.76943 517 
3.5 17372.23583 355 

R:, Branch 

R& Branch 



Table A.1: Observed fine positions of the C * A ~ - ~ * A ~  Tran- 
sition of CaNH2. The observed - caiculated are in column 
labelled A multiplied by 10-~. 

J" O b s ~ e d  A J" O bserved A 

Pi2 Branch El$, Branch 

Q22 Branch Q:, Branch 



Appendix B 

Line Positions of InF 

Al1 values of the lines in the following appendix is given in cm-' units. The value in 
parenthesis are the la uncertainty from the parametrized potential fit and signify the 
uncertainty in the last quoted digits. 

Table B.1: Observed line positions of l 151nF in 

Assignmeni; O bserved Assigrunent O bserved 

1 4 O Band 



Table B.1: Obsewed line positions of '"I~F in cm-'. 

Ass ivent  O bserved Assignment O bserved 
R(59) 554.35136(19) R(60) 554.63546(66) 



Table B.l: Observed Iine positions of '''I~F in cm-l. 

Assigrment O bserved Ass ip  
P(149) 414.34939(-63) D 

O bserved 
416.35790(-238) 



Table B. 1: O bserved line positions of I1%F in cm-l. 

O bserved 
SOO.I5084(-23) 

O bserved Assipment 
499.40174 -791 P 
500.84664 46 P 
502.22655 49 P 
503.59235 26 P 
504.94596 170 P 
506.28366 118 P 
507.60377 -295 P 
508.91478 -216 P 

P 
511.49519 11 P 
512.76289 -1) P 
514.01090 -560) P 
515.25580 -1) P 

49 
47 
45 
43 
41 
39 
37 
35 
33 
31 
29 
27 
25 

516.48161 80 P 23 
517.69171 29 P 21 
518.88772 10 
520.07282 349) 

522.38953 37 
523.52724 7) 
524.65074 24) 
525.75864 -48) 

527.93245 42 
528.99556 -66) 

2 -4 1 Band 



Table B.l: Observed line positions of l 1 5 ~ n l ?  in cm-l. 

Assignment C) bserved Assignment U bserved 
R(43) 543.841 12(-454) Rt44) 544.18622(-511) 



Table B.l: Observed line positions of '151nl? in cm-'. 

Assignment O bserved Assignment O bserved 
P(141) 417.78020(-247) P(140) 418.76011(-7) 



Table B.l: Observed line positions of " I ~ F  in cm-'. 

O bserved Assignment 

3 + 2 Band 



Table B.l: Observed line positions of "'Id? in cm-'. 

O bserved 
541-42401(-72) 



Table B.1: Observed line positions of 115~nF in cm-'. 

nent O bserved Assrgr 
131) 422.87152(48) P 

nent C) bserved 
130) 423.81393(16) 



Table B.1: Observed fine positions of '"II# in crn-I. 

O bserved 
501.26574149) 

Assignment O bserved Assignment 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 

33 
31 
29 
27 
25 
23 
21 
19 
17 
15 

500.63414 
501.89175 
503.13505 
504.36426 
505-57996 
506.78057 
507.96787 
509.14078 
510.29818 
511.44209 
512.57109 
513.68719 
514.78760 
515.S7120 
516.94251 
518.00031 

-83 

431 51 
-162) 
-142) 
-4) 

-60 
-51 
-67 
-83 
-35 
-78 
-27 

4 - 3 B a n d  

P (32 

14) 
-62 
-49 



Table B.l: Obsemed line positions oE 1 L 5 ~ n ~  in cm-'. 

Assigrment O bserved Assignment O bserved 
R(61) 538.68190(451 R(62) 538.95160(211) 



Table B.1: Observed Line positions of "'~rd? in cm-'. 

x s i gnmen t  U bserved Assignment Observed 
P(114) 433.88637(38) P( 113) 434.77417(98) 



Table B.1: O bserved Line positions of llSInF in cm-l. 

Assignment O bserved 
P(18) 504.62116(-23) 

Assignment O bserved 
P(17) 505.19356(-108) 

5 -+ 4 Band 



Table B.l: Observed Line positions of ' 15~nF in cm-'. 

Assignment O bserved Assignment O bserved 
R(81) 537.90909t-183) R(82) 538.09559(88) 



Table B.1: Observed line positions of "'I~F in cm-'. 

6 -+ 5 Band 

O bserved 
460.67968 (-29) 



Table B.1: Observed line positions of "51nF in cm-'. 

O bserved Asst w e n t  O bserved 
514.77490(-L211 



Table B.l: Observed Line positions of lL51nF in cm-L. 

Assignment O bsemed Assignment O bserved 
P(125) 414.97219(2) P(124) 415.87810(-86) 



Table B.1: Observed line positions of lL5~nF' in cm-'. 

ent O bserved A s s i v e n t  
29) 488.11769(8) 

O bserved 
488.72129f-6) 

11 498.44933132)' P (10 498.994841548) 
P 9 499.52504 -108 500.05974 45) 

1 1 1 $!/ 501.63685[3!3) P 7 500.58724 -163 
P 4 502.15315 -286 502.67015 -101) 
P 1 503.69045 -15) 

7 + 6 Band 



Table B.1: Observed Line positions of LISInF in cm-'. 

Assigrment O bserved Assignment O bserved 
R(71) 525.33224(741 



Table B.l: Observed line positions of '' 'I~F in cm-l. 

Assignment O bserved Assigrment O bserved 
P(78) 449.73513(581 

8 + 7 Band 



Table B.l: Observed line positions of 1 1 5 ~ ~  in cm-l. 

Assipunent O bserved Assigrment O bserved 
R(19) 503.37155(13) 



Table B.l: Observed line positions of LISInF in cm-! 

Assignment O bserved Assignment U bserved 
P(104) 424.38183(26) P (103) 425.21873(282) 



Table B.l: Observed line positions of '''InF in cmm1. 

Assignment O bserved Assignment O bserved 

9 + 8 Band 



Table B.1: Obsemed line positions of '151nF in cm-'. 

Assipunent O bserved Assignmer: 
R(108) 520.30622(19) 

- 
O bserved 

520.43 102 f 78) 



Table B.l: Observed Lioe positions of ""I~F' in cm-l. 

10 + 9 Band 

A s s i v e n t  O bserved Assignment O bserved 
14 
12 
10 

P 7 
P[2 

482.03537 
483.11167 
484.17297 
485.73618 
488.27359 

-97) 482.57577 
3 483.64387 
5 485.21928 
-224 486.25468 
-315 488.77519 

3) 
-17 
-84 
150 
147 



Table B.1: Observed Line positions of ILSInF in cm-i. 

Assignment O bserved Assignment O bserved 
R(100) 514.50320(-43) P( l l1 )  409.69317(-18) 

11 -+ 10 Band 



Table B.l: Observed line positions of "51nF' in cm-l. 

Assignment O bserved Assipunent O bsemed 
R(14) 486.41698(-45) R( 15) 486.84569(-651 



Table B.l:  Observed Iine positions of LL51nF in cm-Lm 

O bserved Assiment  
435.14337(-350) 

11 Band 

O bserved 
435.86928 (-2551 



Table B.1: Observed line positions of in cm-'. 

Assignment O bserved Assignment O bserved 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

59 
64 
66 
69 
76 
79 
85 
90 
94 

P(101 
P(92 

497.07043 
498.31993 
498.78893 
499.46664 
500.91134 
501.46965 
502.48135 
503.21385 
503.73085 
409.29307 
416.41680 

-96) 497.58123-64) 
149) 498.55773 
-107 499.01804 
-135 499.68494 
-82) 501.28804 
-203 502-15995 
-156 502,78585 
-126 503.34975 
283) 503.84595 

P(89 
P(85 
P(81 

79 
77 
74 
69 

P 67 i P 65 
P 62 

156) 
-188 
-119 
-110 
-190 
-204 
33) 
-14) 

381 412.48578 
-23 417.96510 

-207 
-247 

418.73861 419.50791 
421.79292 423.30193 
424.80193 425.54574 
426.28594 427.02434 
427.75644 429.22055 
429.94675 432.81747 
433.53127 434.23877 
434.94137 435.64598 
436.34338 437.73219 
438.42069 439.10569 

110) 
-104) 
94) 
5) 
-25) 
-314) 
-24) 
94) 
144) 
10) 
-60) 
126) 
-48) 
10) 
-1 15) 
-55) 
62) 
-239) 
-2) 
-355) 
156 
235 1 

439.78699 
441.81960205) 
444.47731 
450.90824 
452.15374 
454.00015 
455.21816 
456.41506 
458.77787 
460.51418 
462.78219 
467.15651 
470.80162 

-132) 441.14370 
442.48890 

-154) 449.64733 
49) 451.53294 
-92 453.38735 
-35 454.60865 
353) 455.81736 
-49) 457.00866 
26) 459.35977 
5) 461.65148 
-28) 466.08500 
2) 469.78132 
-216) 



Table B.2: Observed Line positions of " 3 ~ n ~  in cm-'. Lines 
marked with $ are taken fiom ref. [219] 

Assigrunent O bserved Assignment O bserved 

1 + O Band 



Table B.2: Observed line positions of L131nF in cm-'. 

O bserved Assiment O bserved 
487.59680(-177) P(66)z 488.356 IO(-70) 
498.61810(15) P (50)j 
500.73040(58) P (46)t 
504.86010(-7) P (32) t 
512.74210(-57) ~ ( 3 0 ) t  
515.25660(-5) P(2l)t 
522.45350(101) ~ ( 1 4 ) t  
524.16970(23) 
529.12090(-7) 

p(g)t 

2 -4 1 Band 

475.68380(-134) P (74)t 
484.86210(61) P (40) t 
505.03180(-95) ~ ( 2 8 ) t  
5 12.52240(-6) P(22)t 
515.48990(-116) P (12)t 
522.24480(21) 

3 + 2 Band 

528.84736(-56) R(23) 



Table 8.2: Observed fine positions of lL31d? in cm-'. 

O bserved Assiment 
531.88297(73) R(26) 

480.64710(37) ~ ( 5 8 ) '  
488 (-94) P (42)t 
498.65900(483) ~ ( 3 5 ) t  
501.84980(-52) ~ ( 2 7 ) '  
509.16210(133) ~ ( 1 5 ) '  
512.62200(-69) ~ ( 1 3 ) '  
5 15.4O64O(-l49) 

4 --+ 3 Band 

522.25250(- 168) ~ ( 1 5 ) t  
523.15770(122) ~ ( 2 4 ) t  
527.84730(91) ~ ( 3 0 ) t  
529.43550(-84) ~ ( 3 2 ) l  
530.20780(-22) ~ ( 5 0 ) '  
536.75390(-43) ~ ( 6 5 ) t  
540.90250(126) R(72)t 
542.94660(-99) ~ ( 7 9 ) t  
475.02900 (2496) P (63)t 
477.19200(-168) P (60)' 
484.27620(15) P (50) 
488.36310(-60) P (35)t 
495.53510(-220) P (22)' 
505.21550(-104) ~(11)j 



Appendix C 

Line Positions of CuH and CuD 

AI1 values of the lines in the following appendix is giveri in cm-' units. The value in 
parenthesis are the la uncertainty from the pcrrametrized potentiai fit and signify the 
uncertainty in the last quoted digits. 

Table C.1: Observed line positions of CuH in cm-'. 

Assicrnment O bserved Assienment Observed 

Lines for 6 3 C ~ H  
v = O Pure Rotational Lines 

1 + O Band 



Table C.1: Observed line positions of CuH in cm-! 

Assignment O bserved Assiment  C) bserved 
2002.35004 
2019.29263 
2033.64226 
2045.32833 
2054.28660 
2060.45495 
2063.79259 

R(9 
11 
13 
15 
17 
19 
21 

2 -+ 1 Band 

3 + 2 B a n d  

4 - 3 Band 

P (18) 1326.86577(- 193) p (17) 

35 
15 
87 
26 

29 
57 
101) 
61) 
-65) 
-592 
-216 

1992.92971 
2011.14063 
2026.79615 
2039.82173 
2050.15363 
2057.72651 
2062.48387 

R 
R 
R 
R 

10 
12 
14 
16 

147) R 
73) R 
-208) R 

18 
20 
22 



Table C.l: Observed line positions of CuH in cm-'. 

Lines for "CUH 
v = O Pure Rotational Lines 

Assignment O bserved Assignment O bserved 

31.23'7442501594) 
77.8726 1369 -248) 
108.66918670 64) 
154.17712530[337) R(10) 

1 + 0 Band 

2 + 1 Band 

15 
13 

P(11 
9 
6 

1407.77748 
1446.34229 
1483.51746 
1519.20465 

1388.00818 
1427.22386 
1465.11135 
1501.55441 

212) 14 
-471) 12 
63) 10 
-31) P(8 

1553.30752 67) 



Table (2.1: Observed line positions of CuH in cm-'. 

U bserved 
l693.8?598(-117) 

Assignment 
P 
P 
R 
R 
R 
R 

3 + 2 Band 

6 
4 
1 
3 
5 
7 

Assignment 

Lines for 6 3 ~ ~ ~  
u = O Pure Rotational Lines 

P 
P 
R 
R 
R 
R 

1 -+ O Band 

5 
3 
2 
4 
6 
8 

O bserved 
1711.31089(-34) 



Table C.1: Observed Iine positions of CuH in cm-'. 

3 -+ 2 Band 

Assignment O bsemed Asslgnment Observed 
P(4 

R(19 

2 + 1 Band 

1313.20525 
1338.22262 
1383.31316 
1403.20253 
1415.42331 
1426.78543 
1437.26786 
1446.85128 
1455.55347 
1463.23099 

-111 P 
-764 R 
-129 R 
-25) R 

3 
3 
5 
8 

18) 
-35 
-81 

Rit2 x 14 

63) 
4198) 
-101) 



Table C.1: Observed line positions of CuH in cm-L. 

Assignment O bserved Assignment Observed 
R(14) 1361.32156(-84) R(16) 1369.79883(-429) 

Lines for "CUD 
v = O Pure Rotational Lines 

23.91767731 551) 

I 39.81918711 76) 
71.40054581 154) 
87.02892849 -97) 
110.19743398[129{ 117.83475810(-374) 
125.42424259 143 

1 - 0 Band 

2 + 1 Band 

3 + 2 Band 

1077.19003(378) P(20) 1087.73063(532) 



Table C.l: Observed line positions of CuH in cm-l. 

Assignment O bserved Assignment O bserved 
18 
15 
11 

P(6 

1108.45737 
1138.63241 
1177.02033 
1221.72872 



Appendix D 

Line Positions of AgH and AgD 

Al1 values of the Lines in the following appendiu is given in cm-l units. The value in 
parenthesis are the 10 uncertainty fiorn the parametrized potentiai fit and signify the 
uncertainty in the last quoted digits. 

Table D.1: Observed line positions of AgH in cm-'. 

Assignment O bserved Assignment O bserved 

Lines for '''A H 
1 -+ O ~ a n t  

2 + 1 Band 

P (23) 1256.30007(-8) P(22) 1275.32095 (-208) 



Table D.1: Observed line positions of AgH in cm-'. 

Lines for log AsH 
1 -+ O Ban 

1235.56574(174) 

2 -4 1 Band 

1217.567731144) 
1275.26009 53) 

Assignment O bserved Assignment O bserved 
1294.12400 
1331.03368 
1366.96678 
1401.86196 
1452.11486 

-56 P 
-21 P 
-52 P 
25) P 
187) P 

20 
18 
16 
14 
11 

1484.13387 
1514.86290 
1544.26505 
1585.70848 
1688.82347 

1312.69796 
1349.12671 
1384.54835 
1418.88963 
1468.27234 

1036) Pl9 
-43) P 7 
23) 
-142 
-115 

61 
22 
-5) 
-946) 
-53) 

1707.00555[114) 
1723.33045 88) R(10 

1499.65863 
1529.73630 
1572.26016 
1679.06156 
1698.14169 

3 -+ 2 Bmd 

P 19) 1270.36509 -228 
1339.71975[-lLO{ FL:~ 1388.81831 105) 

P(9 1435.20052[-1361 
P (7) 1464.49041 - 184 1478.61761(-735) 

215) 
70) 
-22) 
364) 
-94) 

1715.40437 
1730.77407 

187) 
-431) 



Table D.1: Observed line positions of AgH in cmeL. 

A s s i v e n t  U bserved Assignment Observed 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 

1330.95995 
1366.88559 
1401.77211 
1452.01601 
1484.02012 
1514.75503 
1544.15180 
1585.58856 
1678.92463 
1698.00053 
1715.26868 
1730.62919 

3 -+ 2 Band 

Lines for L 0 7 ~ i ~  
1 --+ O Ban 

97O.l0558[-24) 
989.39599 398) 

2 + 1 Band 

1312.62786 
1349.04938 
1384.46257 
1418.80757 
1468.17289 
1499.55143 
1529.62420 
1572.14353 
1658.07863 
1688.68594 
1706.86421 
1723.18420 

20 
18 
16 
14 
11 

12) 
-84) 
-213) 
-10 
-58 
15 
75 

1 
1 

-25) 
295) 
-329) 
728) 
-642) 

9 
7 
4 
2 
5 
7 
9 

109) P 
39) P 
-163) P 
-85 P 
-10 P 

19 
17 
15 
12 
10 

62) 
-24) 
190 
253 
-104) 
-13) 
-337) R(10 



Table D.l:  Observed iine positions of AgH in cm-'. 

Assignment O bserved Assignment O bserved 

and 

Lines for log  ai^ 
1 + 0 Ban 



Table D.l: Observed line positions of AgH in cm-'. 

Assignment Observed Assipunent O bserved 
P 
P 
P 
f 
R 
R 
R 

9 
7 
5 
3 
5 
7 
9 

1281.71030 
1290.34821 
1298.30109 
1308.90826 

1153.36266 
1168.27409 
1182.67042 
1196.52826 
1251.81335 
1262.42752 
1272.39480 

80) 12 
-86) 14 
-4) 16 
-110) 19 

-82) P 
-111) P 
116) P 
6) R 
31) R 
116) R 

2 + 1 Band 

1261.67351 (327) 
1268.64170(-277 
1274.89920[-513 
1280.43595 -26) 

3 --+ 2 Band 

1286.11305 
1294.41286 
1302.01324 
1312.08473 

R(i1 

8 
6 
4 
4 
6 
8 

-127) 
92) 
-168 
-191 

-214) 10 

1160.88434 
1175.53884 
1189.66104 
1246.27075 
1257.20015 
1267.49370 

999.97973(-52) 

139) 
81 
33 
49) 
108) 
74 

1277.13665 

1025.12390 
1041.34795 
1064.84324 
1079.91751 
1094.49865 
1176.12594 
1196.21978 
1213.70793 

1033.29586 
1049.29361 
1072.44703 
1087.27671 
1101.60041 
1186.49650 
1209.58133 

23 

51) 
-296) 
-41) 
43) 
-57) 
-589) 
387) 
58) 

423) 
-249) 
632 
607 
-27) 
630) 
-292) R(12 



Appendix E 

Line Positions of AuH and AuD 

Al1 values of the lines in the following appendix is given in cm-' units. The value in 
parenthesis are the la uncertainty from the parametrized potential fit and signify the 
uncertainty in the last quoted digits. 

Table E.l: Observed line positions of AuH in cm-l. 

Assr m e n t  O bserved Assïgnment O bserved 

Lines for I g 7 ~ u ~  
1 + O Band 

2 --+ I Band 

1824.229091-2801 1844.273 161-29) [ 1864.00264 -197 [ 1883.41907 31) 



Table E.l: Observed line positions of AuH in cm-L. 

Assignment 

P(8 

O bserved Assignment 
1902.50758(-164) 

Lines for L 9 7 ~ ~ ~  
1 4 O Band 

2 -+ 1 Band 

O bserved 
1921.26938(13\ 



Table E.l: Observed line positions of AuH in cm-'. 

Assigrunent O bserved Ass~gnment O bserved 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
f 
P 

24 
22 
20 
18 
16 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 

1340.67133 
1360.69905 
1380.27224 
1399.37748 
1418.00025 
1436.12791 
1453.74549 
i470.84008 
1487.39406 
1503.39752 
1518.83530 

96 P 
92 
48 P 
8) P 
-83 P 
-84 P 
-86 P 

2 
5 
7 
9 
1 
3 
5 

-82 1 7 
-13 5 
126) 3 

23 
P 2 1  

19 
17 
15 
13 
11 

1568.19822 
1587.03514 
1598.78337 
1609.86889 
1620.28025 
1630.00184 
1639.02480 

33) 9 
1495.46635 
1511.18731 
1526.33389 

7 1647.33308 
91 1654.91508 
1 1661.76056 

16) 
-21) 
-158) 

1350.74075 
1370.54200-57) 
1389.88480 
1408.74978 
1427.12778 
1445.00096 
1462.35965 

-209) 4 
49 1 6 
53 8 
-17) R 10 
7) R[l2 
-137) 14 
-51 

60) 

85) 
-58) 
-1) 
-123) 
20) 

1479.18550 

I 16 
-70 18 
-101) 20 

2) 

L580.31800 
1592.90150 
1604.40959 
1615.15907 
1625.22756 
1634.60137 

3 --+ 2 Band 

74) 

i 

153) 
84) 
7) 
-75 
-95 1 
-130 

1643.26573 
1651.21532 
1655.43152 

-380 
-116 
48) 

7 
5 
3 
1 
9 
7 
5 
2 
O 
8 
6 
4 
5 
7 
9 

1270.16074 
1290.55840 
1310.51675 
1330.03121 
1349.07871 
1367.64766 
1385.72825 
1411.89699 
1428.69016 
1144.94346 
1460.64336 
1475.77579 
1542.45798 
1553.89973 
1564.68220 
1574.78531 
1584.20348 
1592.91556 
1600.91209 

R 
R 
R 
R 

11 
13 
15 
17 

-367 6 
-325 4 
-537 2 
-136 O 
-88) 8 
-194) 6 
-65 I 3 
-67 1 
33 t 9 
59 7 
47 5 
-22) 3 
210) 6 
49) 8 

1280.41208 
1300.59578 
1320.33225 
1339.61275 
1358.42300 
1376.75152 
1403.30425 
1420.36088 
1436.88548 
1452.86483 
1468.28248 
1483.12826 
1548.26063 
1559.37350 
1569.81890 
1579.58119 
1588,64976 
1597.00828 
1608.19011 

187) R 
-60) R 
66) R 
-249 R 
-658 R 

-472 
-152 
-218 
-211 
-207 
7) 
51 
61 
87 I 
196 
130 
260 
112 
10 
52 1 
-7) 
80) 

I 
-21) 
-175) 

10 
12 
14 
16 
19 




